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BY K AWN CON LEV
News Editor
Chuck Kelhoffer, Student
Association president, gave his
State of the Association address
last Tuesday night as part of the
regular
Student
Senate
meeting.
Kelhoffer's speech centered
around the successes and
failures that the Student
Association has faced this year.
He cited "the University's new
policy
of
permitting
refrigerators on campus" as
one of the main successes of the
year.
"The University's decision to
purchase bicycle racks, the

Photo By~Gary Zeller

Chuck Kelhoffer speaks to
Student Senate on the last
year's successes and failures.

He also emphasizes Senate
unity.

Regents Sell Bonds For
LEN Construction
Eastern sold $6.4 million
worth of bonds Tuesday, to
build a Law EnforcementTraffic Safety Center.
The Board of Regents accepted the joint low bid of John
Nuveen & Co., Chicago, and
Johnston, Brown, Burnett and
Knight, Inc., Louisville, to
charge an average annual interest of 5.49 per cent on the
bonds.
The Regents opened six bids
on the bonds to pay for the
Center for which ground was
broken Oct. 18 by Gov. Wendell
Ford.

It will serve Eastern's School
of Law Enforcement, the
Traffic Safety Institute, and the
Kentucky Law Enforcement
Council, a state agency.
The facility will" provide
classrooms, laboratories,
faculty offices, physical activity
area, a training tank, a 400-seat
auditorium, a pistol range, a
cafeteria and kitchen, and
storage
and
mechanical
facilities..
The facility has been in the
planning for more than three
years.

them on their efforts, but went
on to say that "before the
members of the administration
begin fatting themselves on the
back tor being so good to
students, I feel several things
should be made aware to the
students."
"I've always been under the
impression that all student
ideas and proposals are considered thoughtfully by the
administration and are judged
solely on their merits," he
continued. "However, at this
time I feel it necesssay to state
that the administration has not
acted in good faith with the
students on several key
questions."
Kelhoffer also commented
that the administration had
"gone as far as to completely,
drag their feet on several
student
government
proposals." Among the things
he felt that the administration
had dragged their feet on was a
35-page revision of the student
handbook, on which Student
Senate spent a semester
working.
The Senate proposed such
changes as allowing 21 yearolds to possess alcohol on
campus, the creation of a
student-faculty court, changes
to allow students accused of law
violations to remain in school
pending the decision of the
courts, permitting students who
object to "the University's
policy of room search" to live
off campus, and a proposal that
would require University officials to have a legal search
warrant before entering a
student's room.
Kelhoffer also said that
Student Senate proposed 12
pages of changes in the Campus
Living booklet, but that no
action had been taken on the
proposals. He pointed out that
-the
senate
had
made
suggestions for extended
library hours and for a new Cplus grade, but again, he said,
no action had been taken. This,
however, could possibly be
understood
"since
the
University has been over six
months without a permanant
Dean of Academic Affairs."
He also pointed out areas in
which the Senate should begin
working-the working day care
center,
a
"full-fledged
bookstore," a review of the
University's housing contracts,
obtaining cable television
service for dorms, and a more
liberal open visitation policy in
dormitories.
A careful study should be
made of the Central University
College
and
graduation
requirements, according to
Kelhoffer, to eliminate or
change things that are unnecessary. The personality
(Continued On Page Four)
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Male CheerleadersResign
Due To Discrepancies

Kelhoffer Addresses Senate
On Successes And Failures
doubling of the amount of open
visitation permitted in the
dormitories, and probably the
most significant success of all,
is that now only two female
dorms on campus still have
compulsory curfew hours,"
commented Kelhoffer, as he
outlined the four areas in which
he thought the administration
had been most cooperative with
the students.
Kelhoffer, a senior history
arid social science major from
Trenton, Ohio, said that he felt
that in these four areas the
administration of Eastern
Kentucky University has acted
in good faith with the Student
Association."
He proceeded to compliment
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With the imbalanced squad
BY DELMA J.FRANCIS
the.
cheerleaders ran into
Academics Editor
problems.
"We did look bad,"
Those in attendance at the
said
Taylor.
"When we did a
Eastern-Virginia Tech game
cheer,
we
looked
silly."
probably noticed the absence of
Roger
Hogg,
a
senior from
Eastern's cheerleading squad.
Louisville,
volunteered
to cheer
The reason for their absence
to
help
balance
the
squad.
as explained by Gary Taylor,
According
to
Marguerite
"He
captain of the men's squad, was
understood
the
problem
and
due to the resignation of all the
volunteered
his
services.
It
male members of the group, v
,' \: 7^ . \ .,
According to members of the ™
girls' squad, they didn't cheer jected, but Mr. Combs didn't
at the last game for fear of want him to be on the squad.
"All we need is to have
looking comical without the
election
of cheerleaders, but
male members of the goup.
Senior, Howard Steiner said seeing how it's so late in the
"As far as the guys' quitting is season, it would be kind of bad
to elect cheerleaders for just
concerned, it didn't happen
overnight. I'm not
one who four more games and then have
wants to buck the system. I just spring tryouts."
Several other things inwant a few things, like not
fluenced
the male cheerleaders
having to buy parts of our
in
their
decision to resign.
uniforms." Steiner also said
According
to Taylor, they are
that the resignation of their
only
allowed
to attend three
sponsor, Dr. Oberita Hagar
away
games—a
football game
discouraged them.
to Western and basketball
Dr. Hagar resigned because
games at both Western and
"it seemed I was being
Morehead.
penalized
for
being
"Complications arose last
cheerleading sponsor." Dr.
fall over the fact that we
Hagar said that it has been a
policy of the university to give couldn't go to some of the other
away games," said Taylor.
the
cheerleader
sponsor
"Coach Combs said that we
complimentary tickets to all
didn't
belong there when we
ball games.She and her
asked to go to Murray. He said
husband had been paying for
reserved seat tickets, and when we could get hurt."
Taylor also mentioned that
she became sponsor, they kept
the
cheerleaders had bought
the same seats, courtesy of
parts of their uniforms such as
Eastern. The first game of
shoes which, according to the
basketball season, she and her
husband arrived to find that cheerleading policies, should be
bought out of the appropriatdd
their tickets had been changed,
and they were given seats in the budget which is approximately
$1200 per year.
bleachers.
~Dr. Hagar said, "I feel that
(Continued On Page Ten)
my husband and I had given of
our time freely. We love the ,^,...

cheerleaders, coaches and IVlyerS LJarilieS

Pholo by Donald Wallbaum

* Although bike racks have resided on campus
for almost a week most of them are near naked.
However campus lots remain well dressed.

Unicycle ?

Bookstore Fails To Increase Stock
Of Products For Black Students
A promise made by Eastern's
student bookstore to supply
more Black goods has been
broken. A check with their
wholesaler, Edger Sales in
Lexington, revealed that they
have not even been contacted
about the problem.
Early last November Roger
Meade, manager of Eastern!s*
student bookstore, promised
that he would make efforts to
stock more Black goods. As of
Tuesday, February 6, the
bookstore has no more Black

Women Speak On Opportunities

goods than it had last
November.
In a story in the November 9
issue of the Progress, it was
revealed that Black students
felt there should be more Black
goods,
cosmetics,
hair
products, and make-up offered
for sale.
Meade said that he has asked
his wholesaler about delivering
more Black goods, but that it is
impossible for them to do so.
Last November Meade reported
that it would take $1,000 to get

'

*

any supply at ail, and that this
was just financially unfeasible.
He recently said that he has
been checking other sources
and still has not come up with a
way to supply more Black
goods.

H.E. Edger, manager of
Edger Sales, said, "No, he has
not contacted me." He went on
to say that he carries three lines
of Black cosmetics and if he
knew what Eastern students
wanted, he could deliver these
products.

teams. In previous years when
we worked through Dr. Ned
Warren, "director of the School
of health, physical education,
and recreation, "we took th'e
kids on trips not scheduled and
paid for them ourselves."
"I think that it was unfair to
change our tickets without
consulting us. That is why I quit
and I think I was justified."
The cheerleaders, who are
now under the auspices of the
Athletic Director, Donald
Combs, think that a lot of the
confusion has stemmed from
the loss of two of the male
members of the squad who
graduated in December.
Miss Marguerite Irwin said,
"We needed to have tryouts to
replace the two guys." When
permission for a try-out was
refused, '»some of the people got
discouraged
and
quit
altogether, The girls didn't quit.
I'm still hangin' in there.Taylor (G.T.) said, "We
should have had a tryout in
January, but Coach Combs said
we couldn't have another tryout
until spring."

Gunshot Rumor
Reports concerning a gunshot
being fired through an Eastern
coed's room window have been
verified; however, original
information given to Security
officers was incorrect.
A first report on the gunshot
said that a shot had been fired
through the window, but information
obtained
late
Teusday afternoon clarified the
report. According to Thomas
Myers, Vice-President for
Student Affairs, the "pistol shot
in the residence hall was accidental and the gun was
discharged by the occupant of
the room."
After a conference Wednesday morning, Dr. Myers
reported that the girl who fired
the shot would be withdrawing
from school, although under no
pressure to do so, and would be
seeking help. He reported her as
being a good academic student
and that she would probably
return to Eastern at a later
time.

.

'We've Moved To Age For Demanding Equality Regardless Of Sex'
BY JAN HENSLEY
Staff Writer
"Instead of being indentured
servants, women are going to
have to be placed in positions of
greater responsibility. We have
moved into an age where people
are going to demand equality
regardless of sex, creed or
religion." says Nancy D. Peel.
Associate
Professor
of
elementary education at
Eastern.
She further addeci.
"People are not going to sit
back and wait for the times to
catch up. a»JW >•■!«> ignore the'facts ai^e in ''endangered
positions."
The role of the.woman today
and tomorrow in relation to the
college campus is a subject.in
which many in the* college
community recently voiced
their opinion.
—
Miss Peel
continued,
"Positions on the college
campus are fairly equal with

the exception of the administration.
The
administrative field is still being
dominated by men. There are
no women vice-presidents in
colleges or state universities.
Why? We are still looking at the
traditional role of women.
Education is behind the times."
No Significant Changes
Mary K. Ingels, Dean of
Women thinks that the role of a «
woman should depend on her
capabilities. "I , really don't
Think there has been any
significant changes in the roles
of women in the past few years
at. universities," she' added.
•".They hold practically the
same positions, as they always
did. --Of course they hold
positions as professors, some
are heads of various departments, they also serve .on
numerous committees and play
a significant' role in sororities

more aren't at Eastern is that
we can't compete with other
universities salary wise," she
added. Cecelia Anello, special
education major feels that, "We
definitelv need more women in

come up with their own ideas
and have come a long way."
"However", she added, "I
still don't think women are
given the full advantage of
being a woman. For example,
there should be more women in
higher echelons of student affairs. I realize they hold
positions as Dean of Women
Role Of Human Being
etc., but I mean women should
take a more active part in the
"If a woman has a career that running process of student
consumes most of her time I affairs and government. I also
feel she should make a choice would like to see women on the
between it and a ^mi'y ■"%Board of Regents."
Sharon Crews
commented Pamela Hoskins.
Spanish major.
*
, campus. A woman can add the
Woman Is Individualist
Sharon Crews, vice-president
j^femwnne touch. She looks, at

comes
to
understanding
students."
Most of the students interviewed felt that the role of
the woman should be a woman's
choice. However, the majoritj
were not in favor of mixing
marriage, family and career.

*-

. .%* «yiiw\*t OMJ«J,

tne

role of a women should bakhaf
of a human being.. She should be
considered as an individual
Mary Glass*
■participant in the academic
executive and administrative eavironme'nt as well as other
fields.".
positions here on campus."
- Another student. Steve Hays,
"Since I've been at Eastern,
said, "I believe that there
commented
Sharon."I have seen
"Black women with their i'h- should be women on the Board
the
role
of
women graw
D degrees are especially hard to of Regents. I feel a woman in
progressively.
Women have
find. I think the only reason her own wav adds a lot when it

^Tprv

" '"'ass,'Director*'of
Warn ens,' Residenee Halls
Programs, looks at the
woman's role of campus as this:
"I'mmot a women's libber but
I do feel a woman is an individualist in her own right. She
should be respected for that."
She also added. "Women have
as much to contribute as men.
especially on the college

i

Dean Ingels feels that,
"women especially find it
easier to talk to another
woman; a position of a friend or
counselor can best be filled by a
woman to meet the needs of
another woman."

Sylvia
Thompson,
sophomore, in commenting
about the intelligence of men
and women said, "I don't think
men are any more intelligent
than women. Maybe in certain
professions there are a greater
number of men, but I think the
reason for this is because the
male has always played the role
of being superior. However, I
think all of this is changing and
will eventually disappear."

Men Have More Opportunities
Many expressed their opinion
on the theory of superiority of
intelligence of men over
women:
Sharon Crew's only comment
was, "Heaven's no. The only
difference is that men have had
e
greater opportunities in

Student Teacher
*j* Deadline

.According to a felease that* XpmOrrOW

thing*'emotionally, where as- Dean Ingels recently fe«eived^j
- rriudents planning to
m*e*n tejid to be realistic, .£ feel "the , over-all woman's ghrae student teach next fall should
.we need * both, for , a happy point average at Eastern was have their applications turned
higher than the over-all grade
medium."
in to Dr. David Rush, Room 201,
point average of men last
Combs Building by tommorrow.
semester."
It is advised that the apMiss Peel thinks. "Women
Nancy Peel says, "The theory
plications'
be signed by the
have a certain clarity of that men are intellectually
advisor
or
Department head
thought, and they bring a superior to women is a myth of
and
accompanied
if possible by
mixture of human thought to the the stone age. Women just
the
student's
Admission
to
nitty gritty of everyday af- haven't had a chance to prove
Teacher
Education
card.
fairs."
themselves."
■%%»
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Pollution Solutions
Porter Pursues Answer, But Expects Tolerance Of Stink

:
'f
i
:

"What air, pollution?" quipped
Porter Plant Manager Robert G.
Johnson, leaving his office momentarily for a cigarette.
Johnson dispelled the notion that
Porter pollutes as the interview
progressed, and concluded that '"odor
is like obscenity-it's a matter of
opinion. It's all a matter of what you're
used tp."
The Progress is not yet used to the
strong stink of Porter, and doubts if
the campus community will ever learn
to tolerate it. But after stiffling
statistics and a scientific smathering
from the Porter management, the
company seems to think we'll learn to
forget their stench.
"When you get a little older,"
manager Johnson remarked, "when
you get out and start working, you'll
learn that if there are no smells in a
town, there's no money in a town."

Can we thus reason that when the
odor in Richmond is a source of
complaint in Lexington our true stink
threshold will be reached and hence,
success realized?
But what about the statement of
Porter manager Jack Black, who
promised two years ago that by midwinter of '72 Porter wouldn't cause
nasal discomfort? "Was that a
reckless promise," Mr. Johnson? "I'd
say so," the current manager replied.
His unusually large ashtray full of
cigarette butts between Johnson and
theProgress people, he went on to note
that the "odor itself doesn't really
mean anything ."Porter says the odor
is harmless (a good whiff'll just make
you gag).
However, some credit is due Porter
in that they have initiated the first
steps in a program to finally cost from
$250,000 to $300,000 for controlling dust

Smokestack, Blackly Billows
Although Operation Improved
"The Progress won't solve anything
with a story on the smokestack," Dr.
Robert R. Martin, EKU president,
snapped last fall.
The University had just been asked
by the Kentucky Air Pollution Control
Commission'to clean up the smoke
emitted from tall, brick sorespot, and
Dr. Martin apparently felt a bit burned.

Things are apparently better now.
Eastern has spent $7,000 in order to
eliminate "flash"-particles in the
smoke. New furnace parts and controls
account for the improvement.
There seems to be a logical flaw in
the concept of clean smoke, however,
by diminishing the amount of tiny
substances in the exhaust, it is made
"safer."
The school administration had said
in the past that complaining students
could just stif fie themselves regarding
the smokestack. The red hot cylinder
was not remotely a clear and present
danger.
Although they have no power to
make the school clean up the
operation, the state pollution people
suggested just that after inspecting
here. Eastern has complied since the
state folks proved the student prophets
of yesteryear to be correct.
But that "aah shut-up" attitude
concerning the smokestack and other
environmental crimes supercedes all
problems in importance.
Eastern has been characterized as
the "campus beautiful." We do have a
beautiful campus. But when the administration puts down student
suggestions relating to campus beauty,
or the students themselves put trash
down nearly everywhere, outsiders
must doubt our concern.
Black smoke billows, fences sprout
up in a week or less, the ravine is
constructed to the point that a second
story will have to be added to the
ampitheatre-and it is indeed time all
persons become aware of this path we
are on.
It is, of course, highly unlikely that
we are going to run the campus into the
ground by our destruction. But every
small bit of disregard for the future
only means that the future holds less
for us. Progress cannot be measured in
concrete poured .

inside the plant. Catching and properly
disposing the dust inside leads to less
emmission overall.
Aside from the other remarks, this
appears significant. Johnson is determined to meet the tough standards
imposed on asbestos manufacturers.
Even if Porter in Richmond is the
only brake ^lining maker to stay in
business, Johnson indicates full
company support for compliance with
regulations.
The Kentucky Department of Health
has never cited the Porter plant here,
but the federal inspectors nailed
Porter on three counts. Federal court
in Knoxville, Tenn., dropped two
charges, while lessening the third to a
$700 tab for Porter.
According to the rules, Porter really
need not go beyond requiring its employees to wear face masks for air
filtration. Johnson says the push to
clean up is not actually necessary...as
far as the government is concerned.
The lack of recourse by the government does not mean that the people of
Richmond (i.e. Eastern) must be
spoon fed (or fed through the nose) the
Porter problem. If we can smell you,
Porter, you've got more work to do.
With a certificate of "recognition
and appreciation" from the Richmond
Chamber of Commerce looming on the
wall behind him, Johnson noted that
Richmond needs Porter. In hard facts:
260 people employed on an annual
payroll of near $1,000,000.
But at night when the rotten-egg
fumes grip the gound, or on those days
when the windflow is southwesterly, a
'deep breath and a moment's contemplation bring wonder as to the real
value of Porter.

M

conscience "

Only Eastern Was Honest
BY ROBERT BABBAGE
Editor

Morehead and Murray lied; Western
was boring. Only Eastern was honest.
That is a capsule review of the Kentucky OVC universities' halftime
shows for TV basketball. Each school
was responsible for its own report.
Morehead made note of having the
state's largest music program. Facts
do not support such a claim. Morehead
also called its president, Dr. Adron
Doran, "the dean of Kentucky college
presidents." His tenure exceeds
bluegrass OVC presidents, but is not at
the top statewide.
Murray called its fine arts "unsurpassed." Apparently Murray is the
sole judgeon that call. Murray called it's
campus one of "the most beautiful in

^REAPER'S VIEWPOINTS^
Gives Recycle Info
to the Editor of the Progress:
Many thanks to all who saved their
newspapers for recycling this past semester. A
special thanks to all the volunteers who did their
best every week in collecting them. Everyone
who receives a daily newspaper and even the
weekly Progress can help make this project
more successful.
Students living in dorms may take them to
their respective lobbies. Do not leavethemin the
halls as they can not be picked up there. The
faculty and off-campus students should take
them to the Student Government Office, in the
Powell Center. Brockton students should please
take them to the laundry rooms in Brockton.
Please leave them at the above locations, on
Thursdays, before 4:30.
Let's help nature preserve itself and save as
many trees as possible. If you'd like to help
collect or need further information, please let me
know, at 4487. Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely,
Jessie Reiss

Regrets Photo Theft
I wish to thank the TAU KAPPA ESPILON
fraternity for sponsoring the annual EKU PHOTO
CONTEST. I am happy that someone organizes
such medium for competitive spirit and, by
their displays, a chance to show work that would
otherwise go unseen.

I also want to condemn that one person who
spoiled such a good thing. The prints on display
have a lot of sentimental value to their maker.
Yet, why would you want to destroy that sentiment?
If you wanted a print, you should have
asked....I, with the models permission, would
have been glad to make a copy for you. Think
about what has happen, and if you wish to return
the print-call me.
Russel, w Tapp
Box 172 Martin
625-5914

Notes Cheerleader Absence
We are writing this letter in regard to the
absence of the Eastern cheerleaders at the
Virginia Tech-Eastern game. Perhaps there is a
reason for the absence of the cheerleaders at the
Monday night game, but why have there been
absences of certain members of the squad at
previous periodically?
It seems that the cheerleaders have a "come
when you please" attitude that certainly doesn't
support the team in a manner suitable for those
who supposedly represent the school. It was
obvious that the cheerleaders were always able
to make it to the football games; why are
basketball games any different? Or are our
cheerleaders "fair weather" fans?
Ruth Ogden
Martha Quinn
Jody Moorhead
—Sidney Clay Hall

the south"-indeed debatable..'
Superlatives abounding, Morehead
said it "served the nation." That takes
a good stretch of the imagination, not
to mention a tug on the geography of
the state. But Morehead and Murray
could serve the nation as an example of
dishonest recruiting via TV.
It is interesting that the days go
slower in Murray—the hours are
longer. The halftime shows were to be
three minutes in length. Murray ran
5:10 by the 60-second minute. Western
ran 4:30.
The WKU show was a stimulant for
snoring. It sounded as if a dean had put
the course catalogue on cassette tape.
Not a bad idea, but best confined to
Bowling Green recorders, rather then
TV networks. «
*»
Then Western and Murray had to
display several of their coeds in true
chauvinistic fashion.
Eastern had a straightforward
approach. The words used were
carefully chosen to represent the tone
of the University and the honest value
of the programs of the school.
The OVC and the television network
can thank Eastern for sticking to the
facts and adding dignity to the
programming. To Morehead, Murray
and Western goes the advice to look
toward Richmond and follow the
leader (conference won-lost records
notwithstanding).
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A Pound Of Senate Proposals Yields An Ounce Of Consideration
*

BY JOHN NELSON
Editorial Assistant

One small proposal by the Student
Association means one giant confrontation
for
Eastern's
Administration. In the past year, our
Student Association has proposed
many different items of change, and
many no matter, how trivial or important, have turned out to be a major
operation for the Board of Regents.
In his State of the Association
Address to the Student Senate this past
Tuesday night, Student Association
President Chuck Kelhoffer cited four
"major successes" of his term in
office, and praised the administration
for "acting in good faith " on each
occasion.
Possibly, good faith and cooperation
were the things which helped make
refrigerators, bike racks, open
visitation, and self-regulated women's
hours a success; however, the building
• up of this "good faith" must've been a
much bigger job than the actual
promotion of these new policies.
Eastern is finally receiving a few of
the minute priviledges and rights for
which her students have pleaded, for
years. Refrigerators are now comhion
on many state campuses and have
been for some time; yet, Eastern is
just receiving them, and a very few of
them at that.

Bike racks were available for
students when they were in elementary school, and they didn't even have**
to fight for them. It took Eastern
students a full year to get them. The
administration's idea of open visitation
is purely an example of the conservativism of the Board of Regents,
and a token gesture toward some truly
naive students.
Therefore, the only real "success" in
the past year has been the installation
of self-regulated women's hours; even
though there are still some restrictions
in this area. Women must pay ten
dollars and sign in and out of the dorm;
thus, it appears that the administration
is trying to hang on to their selfimposed obligation to uphold the
virginity of the women students.
Obviously, Kelhoffer's praise of the
administration's willingness to
cooperate was shortwinded. It didn't
take long for him to begin to mention
the areas in which he believed their
faith was less than wonderful.
Noting several proposals with
which the university has been confronted, Kelhoffer brought to light the
fact that a so-called Governance
Committee, which the administration
says is supposed to consider student
proposals, has not met all year and has
not even been completely appointed.
This makes one wonder if Eastern's
committee system is at all organized,

or if the administration simply makes
promises it does not intend to keep.
Maybe they should spit in one hand and
promise in the other, to see which one
fills up the fastest.
We must contend, however, that
some of the proposals which the
Student Senate seems to find in the
bottom of a dumpster, have not yet lost
the stale odor of garbage.
Among these bits and pieces are
proposals such as allowing students

©B TO£ 3TCTS

BYJOHN DAVIDSON
StaffWriter

Next Monday night, February 12,
Quicksilver will entertain Eastern
students in Alumni Coliseum. This is
the second major concert of the
semester and should prove to be an
interesting affair.
Quicksilver was started in 1962. They
were one of the San Francisco groups
who, along with the Jefferson Airplane
and the Grateful Dead, changed the
American music scene. Since then they
have gone through some changes,
matured, and become a tighter group.
Their biggest change came in 1965
when they acquired a multi-talented
guitar player, Dino Valenti. Valenti
has an interesting background. He was
born in a circus and grew up with
gypsies. He left the circus when he was
15 and went to Massachusetts where
he played guitar on his own. When he
turned 18 he moved to Los Angeles and
became a studio musician and writer.
He wrote "Let's Get Together" which

.

BY KEN GULLETTE
Circulation Manager

Word has just come in from the
NCAA. They say next year the OVC
will be given some referees to officiate
the basketball games.
. The Weight Controllers Club has
complained that many of its members
are dropping out. It seems the members are realizing that being heavy is
nothing to be ashamed of. As you know,
11
fat people carry a lot of weight around
here.
^
The Fence of the Year A ward goes to
the Ravine Fence, for its brilliant work
last fall. This award is presented
yearly to the fence which does the best
job of obstructing the view.
Then there was the physical science
professor at Eastern last week who
drew a triangle on the board.
"How do you know that's a
triangle?" he asked his sixth period
class.
"Because it has three connecting
lines," a student offered.
"What's a line?" the teacher asked,
trying to make a point.
"What's a nice girl like you doing in a
place like this?" the same student
. answered.
Now that's a line!
Each week on Thursday a group of
students get together in the Powell
Building to meditate. Everyone is
welcome. This week they will meditate
on how theyaregoing to flunk out unless
they stop sitting around meditating all
the time.
There seems to be a lot of cheating
by college students. The official policy
of the university is (or should be) as
follows: "No students will be allowed
to cheat except on their wives,
girlfriends, husbands, or boyfriends."

over twenty-one to have alcoholic
beverages on campus. This would not
be the decision of . our Board of
Regents, for a state law prohibits it.
Anyway, why should we give them a
reason to check any closer than they do
now. That would be pushing a good
thing too far. Then there is the proposal
that a new C+ grade be added. The
purpose behind this one is bewildering.
Besides, anyone who cannot maintain
a C average at Eastern, of all schools,

Quicksilver. Lead guitarist and
vocalist, Gary Duncan, and drummer
Greg Elmore have kept the Quicksilver
tradition alive.
They are now joined by Valenti, a
bass player named Ken who used to
play for Paul Butterfield, and a brand
new organist named Charlie, who will
be making one of his first appearances
with the group when they play here.
Their new album, All About Quick, is
due to be released on March 15. As
their booking agent explained, "They
still play a lot of heavy stuff." They
have long been regarded as a talented,
exciting group, and should put on an
interesting show Monday night.

was a big hit for the Young bloods, and
"Fresh Air" which became a number
one hit all over the world for
Quicksilver. He also wrote another big
hit for Quicksilver, "What About Me,"
and has written some songs for Andy
Williams.
Only two members of the original
group are still members of

Food prices are the fastest changing
human values.
From the looks of all those ugly iron
things around campus, we can only
assume that someone in the
Administrationhas been taking fencing
lessons.
Last week in the Student Senate
meeting a representative suggested
they buy dishes for the Grill, but the
proposal was tabled.
Some kids were in Commonwealth
Hall last week collecting for the March
of Dimes. A lot of people refused to
donate, only proving that some people
just don't give a dime.
Here's a tip for English majors. You
will go far if you remember that a
Heroic couplet is not something a hero
drinks out of.
Until next time remember, if you
can't say something nice, say
something mean.

V-

doesn't deserve to be in college.
There are a few good proposals on
the agenda, and they are-worthy of
whatever action it takes to gain the
attention of the administration. At one
point Kelhoffer threatened that the
Student Government may have to use
the "tactics of April 25th of last year,"
when the Student Government staged i
sit-in at a Board of Regents meeting to
try to obtain self-regulated women's
hours.
Proposals such as extended Library
hours, and allowing students with law
violations against them to remain in
school until a decision has been
reached by the court, are well worth
this kind of action.
However, nothing can be accomplished by the Student Government unless they heed to the final
remarks of their President Tuesday
night. It can all be summed up in one
word~"unity."
With a reapportionment of the
Student Senate, the students as a whole
could become united and change some
things on Eastern's campus. But
without this attitude of "all in one," we
will continue to drag far behind other
schools of our size.

Announcing the first of a series of small private
collections on loan to Many Moons-for exhibit only:
STEINS, including Mettlachs until February 19th

jfflaup JHoon* Antiques
Gifts
Glyndon Hotel, Main at 3rd. Richmond
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Play Around
Pearl Buchanan Theatre re-opens
with fitting expertise, as Dandelion
Wine takes the stage Feb. 21-24 at 8:00
each evening.
Director Dan Robinette, himself a
master of drama, brought a skilled
group of student performers into the
show. At the culmination of some two
months of diligent rehearsal, the play
first born in the mind of writer Ray
Bradbury should stay on the minds of
all who see it for months to come.
Eastern has had a number of fine
productions in the past several years.
Dandelion Wine, presented in the form
of "Readers Theatre" should take its
place among the successes with the fall
of the final curtain.

If you like a Gourmet Salad Bar
that lets you create your own
Salad From over 20 ingredients,
then you'll love Steaks and Such
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Tflrt on Banking "With Us'
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Elementary Education 498

Class Involved In Real Life Situation
BYJOANCOTTONGIM
FeatureEditor
And
JOHN DAVIDSON
Stall Writer
"You learn to touch, talk and
laugh with them. You see that
they're the same as as," said a
student teacher """who is participating in a different type of
educational program.
She is part of an experimental
group in Elementary Education
498, which is a fundamentals
class consisting of 32 students.
The different aspect of this
program is that half of the class
is involved in a real-life, as
opposed to a theoretical,
teaching situation with innercity children in an inner-city
setting.

Photo By Betsey Bell
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Marcia Foster, senior from
Lexington helps a student

Kappa Alpha Psi
To Sponsor Dance
BYBECKY BURDEN
StatfWriter

"We're going to try to make
this an annual affair." Mervyn
Lewis, president of Kappa
Alpha Psi, was alluding to
"Kappa Week," a series of
activities sponsored by Kappa
Alpha Psi, a black fraternity on
campus. The various activities
are Kappa's way of revealing
the existing ideals and talents of
the fraternity members as well
as creating a more respectable
image of black greeks.
Kappa Week-Feb. 11-17-will
include such activities as
"Kappa Kittens Walk In
Beauty." This fashion review
will be held on Thursday at 8
p.m. in the Grise Room.
On Friday night the Grise
Room will be the scene of a..

Talent Show. The details for
groups or individuals interested
in competing can be found by
calling Joe Washington at 6239998.
Running daily from 8 a.m. to
10 p.m. in the Jaggers Room
will be a display of the fraternity material and interesting
information pertaining to
Kappa Alpha Psi.
The events all week long are
only a prelude for the First
Annual Black and White Ball on
Saturday night. This ball will be
held in the Student Union Grand
Ballroom from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Tickets are $6.00 per couple and
$3.50 per person. As the name
indicates, dress will be formal
black and white. Part of the
money received will go to sickle
cell research.

The instructor for the course,
Robert Simmons, who is the
only Black teacher in Eastern's
elementary education program,
has divided his class into two
groups. One group is a control
group and the other an experimental group.'

formed by two
"strong
community
workers,
Margaret Wearren and her
mother. Mrs. Huguely, and is
sponsored by Kentucky River
Foothills.
According to Dr. Al Morris,
chairman ot Uie Department of
Elementary Education, a group
of Richmond citizens purchased
a house in town. *
Then various church groups
helped organize the effort to
equip the house. It now contains kitchen equipment, books,
a ping-pong table, and some
furniture, and is becoming
adequately equipped to handle
the tutoring program.
Tnis program is proving to be
a success, as one previous
program did not. Morris said
that this is the first fundamentals class to do this since
1969.
Having Difficulties

He summarized the other
experience
as
having
"mechanical difficulties,"
although the people involved
were enthusiastic. Although it
was
in cooperation with Fayette
The control group receives
County,
no buses were provided
the same inclass experiences
for
student
travel.
In that
that all other fundamentals
program
the
entire
class
was
classes offer, while the exinvolved
and
each
provided
his
perimental group spends half
own
transportation.
the day in class with the control
The present program emgroup and the other half putting
their theories into practice by phasizes helping. Future
teachers, tutor underprivileged
tutoring inner-city children.
children "...who are generally
Tutoring Sessions Held
not good students and who often
The tutoring sessions are held go to school with ***>**
on Tuesday, Wednesday, and homework undone,"
said
Thursday from 6 to 7:30 pm at" Simmons.
•
the Richmond Community
Some of the techniques used
Center. They began at the to teach these children are
beginning of this semester and playing games and showing
will climax with a Valentine's concrete examples. They teach
party on February 14.
the alphabet by going around a
The Center is a community circle and having each student
effort. Simmons said that it was remember a word for each

letter of the alphabet. They also
teach the different letters by
showing the student a letter and
having him trace it with his
finger.
However, the most
important reinforcement can be
seen in the sprinkling of "Good
boy" and "Hey, that's nice."

eyes lit up and he became
hysterical," she said.
A mother of three children in
the program, Elizabeth Gordon,
siad, "I think' it helps them a
whole lot. I can tell a lot of
difference in them since they've
been attending the sessions. I
think it's doing some good."
Patty Boggs, who has two
children enrolled in the
program, said, "I think it's
really good. It's hard for me to
help my kids with their
school work." Since attending
the tutoring sessions, "They
seem to be really interested in
their schoolwork anu are doing
much better."

Relationship Considered
Once the program was set up,
the actual relationship between
teacher and inner-city child had
to be considered. Just how
would a beginning teacher deal
with the problems of inner-city
children?
"I was ready 'for it," said
Margaret Schumacher. "After
seeing this situation, I feel I'm
Parents Express Opinions
needed." She continued,
"Although in terrace doesn't
The parents verbally express
really make any difference, their opinions that the exthere is one problem." The periment is beneficial, but the
problem is "I can't work with children visually express their
them longer." Margaret feelings about the program.
summed up her attitude toward Each day they are so anxious to
her students with, "I love 'em to begin the tutoring session that
death."
Simmons said, "I try to keep
Libby Bramlage stressed that them away so we can get set up,
to effectively teach these but it's a losing battle."
children, her techniques must Explaining how much her
be very concrete and she must students like the Center, Glenda
use visual examples. She feels Finley said, "They won't go
that her efforts are producing home, so we have to run them
results, as she said, "Their off."
attitudes are changing. When
Twelve year-old Robert said,
they go to school now they feel
"I like it here and at school. I'm
more confident." Althougn
gonna be sad when it's over."
Libby had doubts, she now says,
He added, "I'm more interested
"Nothing
surprises
me
in school since I've been coming
anymore. I certainly wouldn't
here."
be afraid to teach in an innerThe reactions from parents,
city school. The fear is gone."
teachers,
students,
and
Has Interesting Situation
everyone else involved in the
Richmond
Linda Guenthner has an in- program at the
teresting situation. One of the Community Center seem to be
children she tutors (Norman) positive. They would like to see
has fallen in love with her. She the program expand. Their
fold of-a time when she brought feelings, however, seem to be
him a surprise of tootsie rolls summed up by Michael, age 12,
and bubblegum. "Norman's who said, "Yeah, I like it fine."

Kelhoffer Gives Association Address
(Continued From Page One)
evaluations that are filled out on
every student and are confidential should be opened up to
the student should he wish to see
it, and Kelhoffer feels that this
matter should be taken up by
the Senate.
Another area of concern to the
Senate, Kelhoffer says, is the
registration of everyone eligible
for the November elections,

meeting included the Senate's
approval of referendums to be
placed on the spring ballot.
Those
approved included
opinions on the University's
After Kelhoffer's address, a policy of open visitation, weekly
regular Student Senate meeting room inspections, making nonwas held, during which the commuters live on campus, the
recommendations made by the academic requiremepts of GSP
Student Rights Subcommittee 180, 181
and 281,
the
on Reapportlonment were requirement of two years of
approved.
military science courses and-or
options,
making a mandatory
Other business during the
dormitory activity fee, and the
University's present policy
concerning the payment of the
$10 fee and having p-arental
permission to live^ in selfregulated hours dormitories.

In concluding his
speech, Kelhoffer expressed the
hope that the Senate would work
in unity to achieve these things.

All of these items will be
voted on by the students when

they Vote for a new Student
Association president arid vicepresident later this semester.
Steve
Slade,
junior
physics
major
from
Cynthiana brought up the
subject of the confidential
personality evaluations that are
being filled out on students.
These residence hall reports are
supposedly filled out by dormitory residence
directors,
floor counselors or assistant residence
directors,
and
are so confidential
that even the students in
question cannot be allowed to
see them. The Senate is looking
into the matter at the present
time.

WEKU-FM Offers
More Than Music
BY CANDY WELLS
StaffWriter
WEKU-FM is offering more
to its listeners than strictly
music. This year, as in the past,
the station is featuring one or
two of the old drama type radio
programs.
John Sullivan, Director, says;
"Many of the students here on
campus have never had the
opportunity
to
hear
a

dramatized radio program like
those of the '30s."
Monday nights at 7 p.m. and
Saturdays at 6:30 p.m., WEKUFM presents the adventures of
' 'The Lone Ranger." The part of
the Lone Ranger is played by
Brace Beemer and Tonto by Jay
Silverheels.
"The Lives of Harry Lime" is
another such program offered
Tuesday nights at 7 p.m. and
again on Sunday nights at 6 p.m.
This
program
is
a
dramatization of a spy "as he
travels around Europe solving
all the world's crimes." "Harry
Lime," says Sullivan fondly, "is
a sort of an obese James Bond."
Orson Wells plays the part of
Harry Lime.
Sullivan concluded, "These
programs are not as out of date
as the students think. Many of
the television programs today
are take-offs from the old radio
programs." ■

Photo Bv Betsev Bell

Robert Simmons talks with a
young student before he
starts working

Tete-a-Tete

NEWSBRIEFS
College Of Business
To Hold Conference
The College Of Business will
sponsor a management conference Thursday, February 15.
All business students and other
interested people have been
invited to attend.
The conference will center
around current issues in
business, including human
relations, management
development,
and
small
businesses.
Speakers for the program,
which will last all day and include a luncheon, will include
Doanld R. Snyder, SecretaryTreasurer of the Begley Drug
Comppany, James Beazley, a
general business and industry
specialist; John Dry den, of the
Armco Steel Company in
Ashland, and A.B. Carter, a
plant manager.

The Forensie coach, Max
Huss, believes the team did
exceptionally well and have
improved steadily since the
beginning of the season. Coach
Huss stressed that the team had
worked hard and this had paid
off in the last tournament.

Eastern's Forensic team
traveled to Mariette, Ohio,
February 2 and 3, to participate
in the Ruth A. Wilcox Forensic
Invitational. The traditional
tournament hosted thirty-two
teams representing schools
throughout the Eastern United
States and provided Eastern
with some of its finest competition of the year.
Eastern's debate team, led by
Janies Lamarr and Paul Collins
did well considering their excellent competition. Eastern's
other team was led by All-OVC
debater Carl Lewallen and his
team mate Dick Ladnek, was
out with the flu. Eastern's Mike
Feldhouse jplaced Ahird jn
Radio-Broadcasting Janice
Lamarr placed second in
oratory and Eastern took a
fourth in Prose.

Dr. Raymond B. Otero,
associate professor of biological
sciences at Eastern, has been
named president-elect of the
South Central Association for
Clinical Microbiology.
Since his arrival at Eastern in
1969, Dr. Otero has been
associated
with
several
microbiological organizations.
Dr. Otero received the BS
degress from the University of
Dayton, the MS from the
University of Rochester, and
the Phd from the University of
Maryland.
the Association, formed in
1970 by a group of about 40
microbiologists in south-central
Indiana, has grown into an
organization of more than 300
members from Indiana, Ohio,
Kentucky,
Illinois,
and
Michigan.

Eastern's Veterans Club in
conjunction with the Women's
Auxiliary collected' 543 dollars
for the Muscular Dystrophy
Fund.
The drive, which was held last
Sunday
consisted of "road
blocks" at four Richmond intersections.
Heading the drive was Mrs.
Sue Garrett of the Women's
Auxiliary and Stephen Bandura, president of the Veterans
Club.
_.
••••••••••
The NationaTCampaign Drive
Two additional officers have for Muscular Dystrophy is
been assigned to the in- headed by film, night club and
structional staff of the ROTC television personality Jerry
program at Eastern, according Lewis. ••••••••••
to the Military Science
Eastern Kentucky University
Department.
The department said Major athletic trainer Ken Murray
Michael K. Lane, who com- was named to serve on the
pleted work at Eastern in National Athletic Trainers
December for his M.S. degree, Association Journal Committee
will teach in the basic ROTC January 25.
program.
"It is a real honor to be placed
Major
O.H.
(Mac) on this committee to serve both
McCullough will teach
in athletic training and our
Eastern's new Military Police national association," Murray
program. He comes here from said.
Ent Airforce Base in Colorado.
His main duties include
Lane, his wife, Carolyn, and reviewing new literature for the
three children reside in Boone journal, a quarterly publication
Village. McCullough, his wife, which will be trying to place
Yvonne, and four children more emphasis on all athletics,
reside in Hi 11 crest Subdivision. including women's sports.
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Cheap And Easy Excuses But. .*.

Students Continue Dormitory Drinking Despite Campus Rules
BY SUK SMITH
Staff Writer
Excuses are cheap and easy
when you make them for
yourself. It's so easy to tell
yourself that you're doing it for
the needed change or for the
adventurous thrill of it. Or
possibly you tell yourself that
there's no other place to do it.
Wrong.
^
There is always the
dorm as a haven for your
drinking but...alcoholic
beverages are, in no way,
allowed on campus property.
University Is Landlord
According to Campus Living,
72-"73, even "the possession of
empty alcoholic beverage
containers on one's person" or
"in a room constitutes a
violation." In compliance with
this regulation, the University
is authorized to act as a "landlord," as stated in the Student
Handbook, and thereby conduct
an approved "search and
seizure" of these illegal items.
Students, as a majority, agree
that the biggest reason they

drink (even in the dorms) is to
"get away from the monotony
of classes." Other reasons they
give are to "relax" and "fight
the boredom."
Apparently these students are
willing to take the risk of being
caught with possession of
alcoholic beverages in their
rooms. Several dorm directors
state that they've had to confiscate a great deal of liquor and
other alcoholic beverages from
the rooms of students.
Alcohol On Breath
This is the first semester that
dorm directors have handled
this possession situation:
previously it had gone
automatically to Dr. Smith,
Asst. Dean of Students. Still, all
necessary discipline, in this
action, has to be approved by
the Dean of Students.
Mabel Criswell, resident
director of Telford Hall, stated
that she has never caught any
students drinking or possessing
alcohol but that she had had
students come in with alcohol
"on their breath." "I've seen
bottles in the trash cans but I've

never
caught
anybody Open House, one student offered
him a drink.
drinking."
Luke said that during room
Harrison Fields, Martin
inspections
he and five assigned^
Hall's director, stated, "The
R.A.'s
(resident
assistants)
student is accepting the conhave
found
students
drinking or
sequences when he brings it
possessing
alcoholic
beverages
(liquor) to his room." He also
in
their
rooms.
"I
then
bring the
said that he'd often seen
student
to
my
office
and
try to
students walking down the halls
find
out
his
reason
for
drinking;
with beer or he had opened the
refrigerator door at regular,
posted inspection times and had
seen it.

I treat each case individually."
he said. He added, "There is no
set probation but I can give
them social probation" He said
that all cases can be appealed
by the student to Dean Smith.
Excuses Are Many
Luke feels that the reasons for
drinking "are different with

each student" and (hat's why he
"negotiates with the student."
He said, "The excuses they give
me range from the ridiculous to
the sublime."
Commonwealth Hall's
Director Luke Wiles, agrees
that he "tries to find out if the

He added, sometimes they
make a ruckus; I go into the
room and find empty containers
in the room." He stated that he ,
advises them rather than immediately going before the
disciplinary committee. "But,"
he added, "they automatically
get some type of social
probation."
Not A Detective
Clifford Luke, Dupree Hall's
Asst. Director, said that he
didn't necessarily "go looking"
for liquor in the rooms. "I'm not
a detective," he emphasized.
Alcohol is so prevalent in
Dupree he stated that during an

The case is then accordingly handled. Dean Allen,
Dean of Men or Dean Engels,
Dean of Women, handle the
case from the counseling side
after the disciplinary action.
John Goolsby, Security
Specialist with the Office of

Good Resumes Sell Graduates
To Potential Employers
BY JOHN DAVIDSON
Staff Writer
The job-hunting season has
begun for college seniors and
graduate students all across the
country. The competition is stiff
for all jobs. Applicants may
have an added advantage,
however, if they can write a
good resume.
According to the 1973 College
Placement Annual, "Half the
battle in effective placement is
being at the right place at the
right time, and being prepared.
'The other half of the battle is
being able to communicate
orally and in writing. With this
skill
you
can't
miss,"
Professional Resumes, Inc. in
New York City says, "The most
important link between you and
a potential employer is your
resume. The type of information you present is often
the determining factor in
whether an initial interview will
even take place.
David Klot, President of
Professional Resumes, Inc.,

recommends that a resume
should, "Emphasize
those
points that make you 'outstanding'." He also advises,
"Keep the presentation brief
(one page maximum for a
recent graduate), and be sure it
is typographically correct and
easy to read. Let a third party
read the contents for objectivity, and request either
suggestions or improvements."
Professional resume writing
advisors feel that an effective
resume must be clear, concise,
and accurate. Other than your
name, address, and phone
number, it should include the
applicant's marital status,
height, weight, and age. The
applicant's professional, objectives should be clearly
stated. Education and personal
interests are also of utmost
importance.
All applicable work experience should be fully
detailed, including summer
work.
Your
personal
background, college activities,
community projects, and

anything that makes you
"special" should be included in
an effective resume. Any
military service should be
detailed. Above all, personal
references should be listed and
clearly identified.
The College Placement
Annual describes an effective
resume as "...a broad but
concise statement of your
educational and employment
experience, as well as your
interests and goals. The
material should be structured to
focus attention on your
qualifications
and
achievements and should
demonstrate how they make
you an attractive candidate for
the type of job sought"
Any person applying for any
job needs to be able to write an
effective resume. As the College
Placement Annual emphasizes,
"While your concern as a
career-seeker is one of
salesmanship, not necessarily
permanence, the motivation to
excel should be implicit in your
letters and resumes."

ORGANIZATIONS

Photography Display

Pictures from the Eastern
Amateur Photography contest
will be on display MondayFriday in thebrowsinglounge in
the Powell Building. A program
of winners will be available at
the door. No admission charge.
Contest sponsored by Tau
Kappa Epsilon.
Eastern Dance Theatre
The Eastern Dance Theatre
performing dance club invites
all to audition for the annual
spring concert. Open technique
classes will be held at 6 p.m.
Monday and Wednesday.
Tryouts will be Thursday in
Weaver Studio.
Baptist Student Union
The BSU invites all to share a
musical experience in Christian
love as they begin a new
musical, "Come Together,"
each Thursday from 8:30 to 9:30
p.m. An opportunity for young
people to lead in worship and
share faith. Other activities
include: 6:30 p.m. Mondays-

programs
on
Christian
vocations; 6:30 p.m. TuesdaysBible study and discussion on
love, sex, and marriage; 11:45
a.m. Wednesdays-luncheon
ecounter; 10 p.m. Wednesdaysprayer-share.
Christian Science
The
campus
Christian
Science Organization invites all
interested students to attend a
lecture entitled "Education
Plus" to be held Thursday, Feb.
15, in the Kennamer Room, at
7:30 p.m.
Guest lecturer will be Charles
M. Carr of New York who is also
a Christian Science practitioner
and teacher. Mr. Carr attended
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. He left the business
world in 1942 to devote himself
to the Christian Science healing
ministry. Since his appointment
to the Christian Science Board
of Lecturship, he has traveled
the fifty states and much of the
world. A question and answer
period will be held following the
lecture. All are welcome.

WOS Trip
Women's Officiating Service
is sponsoring a trip Saturday to
the Mason-Dixon Games at
Louisville. It is an all-day affair
open to those women who are
interested in officiating and-or
observing track and field
events. Sign up in Weaver Gym.
Kappa Alpha Psi
The Kappa Alpha Psi
Fraternity will hold its first
annual formal ball from 9 p.m.
through 1 a.m. Saturday, Feb.
17, in the ball room of the Keen
Johnson Building. Admission is
$6.50 per couple in advance and
$7 at the door. Dress is formal..strictly black and white.
Ticket sales will begin Feb. 7 in
the University Grill area.

Security and Safety, laid,
"There have been a number of
instances of minors in
possession
of
alcoholic
beverages on campus. All these
cases, which are in violation of
the Student Handbook, wind
up with Dean Smith."
Dean Smith stated, "Most of
the violation cases are in
paragraph 13 of the Student
Handbook."

EKU Symphony
Concert Slated
The Eastern Kentucky
University
Symphony
Orchestra will feature solos by
three faculty members in a
concert Tuesday (Feb. 13) at 8
p.m.
in
Hiram
Brock
Auditorium.
Alan Staples, violin, and Alan
Beeler, oboe, will perform solo
parts in Bach's "Concerto in D.
Minor." Robert Cook will play
solo
bassoon in Weber's
"Andante
and
Rondo
Hungarese."
Conductor Earl Thomas will
open
the
concert
with
Prokofiev's Symphonic Suite
from "Lieutenant Kije, "
followed
by
Wagner's
"Siegfried-Idyll,"
HHHHIHHHMIHHHIHIHIHII

(Mml Ttautf Agency
200 S. Third St
Phone 623-4324

Cooling The Spirits

Many students inbib ing in the spirits not only
in local bars but also in the dorm. In a student's
refrigerator beer is cooled for a sip.

VIVA Suggests Bracelet Wearers
Contact Returning POW Families
dents of men killed in Vietnam.
"Wear it until all service men thp POW-MIA.
Since money will no longer be Both funds will be administered
in Vietnam are back on
g required to force the release of by VIVA.
American soil."
•«POW's,the
receipts from the
This was the suggestion gitfftn
For those who were unable to
sale
of
POW-MIA
Bracelets will
by a VIVA (Voices In Vital
purchase
a POW-MIA Bracelet,
be
used
for
a
rehabilitation
America) representative
VIVA,
in
conjunction
with local
program
for
returning
concerning
POW-MIA
organizations,
are
still
offering
Bracelets. While awaiting the veterans. A scholastic fund will
them
for
sell.
return of our servicemen VIVA also be instituted for depensuggested the wearers of POWMIA Bracelets try to contact the
families of their returning men.
This can be done by writing to
the Family of said soldier
(rank included) c-o VIVA, 10966
LeConte Avenue, Los Angeles,
California 90024.
The representative went on to
say that "VIVA was prohibited
from releasing any POW-MIA
addresses but that all letters
would be forwarded." However,
a word of caution was given to
all who write. The VIVA office
is receiving a large volume of
mail each day which is causing
a delay in forwarding the letters
to the correct family. VIVA
reports that "a delay of 3 or 4
weeks is not unusual." A reply
IDONT EX) ANYTHING
also depends on the family of

Let us make your Florida hotel or motel reservations for
you at NO EXTRA COST TO YOU If you can't go to
Florida-call us and we'll even get you homo. If you'd like
to fly-check this deaj,

Student Rate Fare

Under 22

Lexington-Ft Lauderdale

Round-trio via Delta Airlines
only »114.00
Save the hassle & that long distance Phone bill.
You'll pay nothing extra for your reservations
through us.
• Tours
REMEMBER
* Car Rentals

NO EXTRA COST TO YOU!

Don't accept a
collect call without
your STAN*
WITHOUT MY STAN!

MOVIES!
MOTION PICTUI.F.
ATTRACTIONS
HIRAM BROCK
AUDITORIUM

*

• •••••
February 10-Saturday

THE PLEASURE
SEEKERS

Mini Coffeehouse
There will be a mini coffeehouse Thursday night in
Martin Hall lounge at 8 p.m.
Free refreshments and music
will be provided for all interested students.

student has a certain drinking
problem" and then he "makes a
recommendation to him.
I
recommend; that's all I can
do." He also said that after he
tells the student his rights he
lets him understand that he
doesn't have to make a
plea. "I make it known that
there are no second chances on
alcoholic beverages." He feels
that he "has no authority to put
a student on social probation
"after he turns them in."
When a student is caught
possessing or drinking alcoholic
beverages in his room the dorm
director submits the student's
name, after he has left a receipt
in the hands of the student, to
Dr. Smith. The case is
negotiated first, if the student
prefers, with the approving
dorm director, or otherwise it is
automatically handled by the
Dean of Students. The student is
obligated to make his pleas of
innocence or guilt to Dean
Smith.
Minors Possess

(R) Romance With Music

Ann-Margaret,
Tony Franciosa,
Carol Lynley,
Pamela Tiffin

• •••••
February 12,

Monday, Wed &

C=J?

When your phone rings with a collect \ /
call, give the operator your STAN
number before you accept the charges'.
STAN is your Student Telephone
Account Number, and you and STAN
can accept ^collect calls. STAN is

14 & 16
Friday

~ JUSTINE

^IVI IN

different from a telephone number because it's used only for toil and collect calls.
So, remember STAN; he's good company because you can call or accept a.call
as long as you've got him.
Keep in touch with STAN.

(R) Drama

. ~

2 COHVtMtHT lOCAJlOHS: '$

Anouk Aimee,
Dirk Bog?nie,-.._
Anna Karina

■*>

.■■■

^;^.

Jig) South Central Bell

- ->
I

Keeping you in touch

Selected Short Subjects

MAIN'STREET

and

WATER SJRiil

All Programs,
Ticket Office Opens 7:OOP.M.
Show Starts 7:30 PM.
Admission 75'
-Children (under 12) 50*

■M
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At Austin Pea

-

¥± Murray

Crucial Conference Showdowns Face Colonels This Weekend

JVorner

88-87 in an overtime meeting.
Williams, the Brooklyn, N.Y.
native, has lead the Govs to an
Eastern's Colonels face a impressive 15-3 season record
stern test this weekend as they so far and a 6-1 OVC record. The
face OVC leader Austin Peay Govs are tied with Eastern's
Saturday night and the Racers arch-rival Morehead for the
of Murray Monday night in two conference lead.
Williams will be backed by 6-7
crucial conference road games.
To retain any shot at cap- Howard Jackson and 6-4 Percy
turing another OVC crown the Howard in the front line along
Colonels almost have to win one with 6-3 Danny Odums and 6-4
of these two games. If they drop Eddie Childress at guards.
All these players with the
both of them they could fall
three games out of first place, exception of Howard are
which would make things scoring in double figures while
Jackson is averaging 12
awfully tough.
In Saturday night's showdown rebounds per game and Odums,
the Colonels must try to contain another New Yorker, has 97
the nation's leading scorer, assists.
James "Fly" Williams of
The Murray game won't be a
APSU, the freshman genius who piece of cake for the Colonels,
is averaging 32.6 points per either. With ever deadly,
game. The Governors defeated contact loving Les Taylor in the
the Colonels earlier this season Racer lineup, they will be out to

BY JIM KIRK
Progress Sports Editor

BY JIM SHEPHERD
Staff Writer

*:*:r:*::::::*:^^

Big Games Coming Up
The moment of truth has arrived for Eastern's
basketball Colonels, as this weekend they'll invade
Austin Peay and Murray in their two most important clashes of the season thus far. It's not just a
crucial weekend for Eastern, though, because all
the top contenders will meet each other head on so
when the smoke clears on Tuesday morning the
title picture could be a bit clearer.
The Colonels, a game behind Morehead and
Austin Peay and tied with Murray, seemingly
would have to win at lease one of their games this
weekend to stay in the race, but since all the
contenders are playing each other (Morehead
visits Murray on Saturday and Austin Peay on
Monday) nobody may be hurt too badly. If every
team splits its two games this weekend, the whole
series of crucial games may not decide anything.
Still, it's a shame that one of the games between
contending teams couldn't be televised on the
"game of the week" series. The game that's on,
East Tennessee vs. Middle Tennessee, doesn't
mean a thing in the league race, but if they didn't
get every team on at least once there probably
wouldn't be any games on at all. So I guess you
can't complain too much.

Eastern Clips Virginia Tech
After Losing To Marshall
Photo by Larry Bailey

EASTERN FORWARD Robert Brooks (44)
lunges between Marshall defenders Wayne
Smith (left) and Randy Noll (right) as he attempts to get off a shot against the Thundering
Herd in last Saturday night's game at Alumni

The fan support at home games this year has
been better than ever but the past few
games things have begun to get slightly out of hand.
Plenty of noise is great and it can be a big help to a
team but throwing stuff on the court when a bad
call is made doesn't help anybody.

Freshmen Cagers Take Two More

. Things reached an all time low when a cup full of
ice landed smack in front of a Marshall player
shooting a free throw Saturday night. Whoever let
that one fly ought to be commended for his accurate arm, but I can't say much for his mental
capacity.
The point is, think of what might happen before
tossing anything out there. It's not doing anyone
any good and might result in something happening
you may regret.

The
EKU
freshman
basketball squad chalked
up
two
more
victories
this past weekend as they edged
Lee's Junior College 89-84 in one
overtime last Saturday night
and walloped Sue Bennett
Junior College 104-87 on Monday"
night. The two wins improved
the Colonel yearlings' season
record to 12-1, the only loss
having come to the University
of Louisville frosh early in
December.
Center Bill Gaines and guard
Dennis Barbour led the Eastern
attack against Lee's as EKU
overcame an eight point halftime deficit to tie the score at 77
at the end of regulation time.
Gaines and Barbour each
poured in 24 points, with Gaines
hitting half of his 20 field goal „

GIRLS DO YOU WANT TO BE LOVED:
IFOR

VALENTINES

DAY

Coliseum. Watching the play are Marshall's Bill
James (23) and Mike D'Antoni (10) and
Eastern's Carl Brown (12). The Herd got off to a
slow start but caught fire late in the second half
as they belted the Colonels 100-76.

Edge Lee '& In Overtime

You might say, well, a paper cup can't hurt
anybody, and maybe that's true. But ice cubes and
money could, and I doubt that anyone who throws
something on the court is really trying to hurt
someone.

repeat the 75-70 loss they
handed the Colonels earlier in
the season. \
Mitchell, hovVever, will be in
the line up tfiTS- time for
Eastern, perhaps giving Taylor
less reason to be as cocksure as
he .seemed in the previous
meeting. In the earlier meeting,
Mitchell was sidelined with the
bug.
In addition to Taylor, the
Racer lineup will include 6-8
Marcelous Starks, the OVC's
leading rebounder, at center; 59 Steve Barrett at the other
guard; and 6-5 sophomore
Michael Coleman and freshman
Jesse Williams at the forward
positions. The 6-6 Williams was
one of the nation's most sought
afte prep school players in the
nation last year, averaging 28
points per game in the Chicago
Catholic league.

BUY

Collier Scores 26
Routt and Doug Wilson were
also in double figures for
Eastern, hitting 15 and 12
points, respectively, and Gaines
and Routt dominated the boards
as Gaines pulled down 15
rebounds and Routt 12. A
standout
individual
performance was also turned in by
Sue Bennett's Mike Collier, who
collected 14 rebounds and
finished with a game high 26
points.

Colonels Roll

The Sue Bennett contest was
never close as EKU rolled out to
*an early lead and coasted to
thejr twelfth victory. Hot
snooting was the key to success
in this one as the Colonel
yearlings hitj^ scorching 57.3
per cent.

The Colonel yearlings resume
action tonight as they meet the
Tennessee Tech freshman team
at Monticello, Ky.

VOTE FOR EIGHT ON EACH SQUAD

HIM

WALLET.

Barbour once again was
deadly from the floor as he
canned 11 of 14 shots against
Sue Bennett and finished with 23
points. Segar, however, led the
scoring parade with 24 (12 of
25 shots) and Gaines connected
on nine of 18 in collecting 22
points.

attempts and Barbour connecting on nine of his 17.
Lee's hit on 51.4 per cent of
their shots and led by as much
as 12 points during the second
half, as they gave the Colonel
freshmen one of their toughest
tests of the season. They also
outrebounded EKU 36-28 and
placed five men in double
figures, paced by Charles
Turner's 23 points.
Gaines and Barbour had
ample scoring support from
Jimmy Segar, who chipped in
with 18 points, and David Routt,
who had 13. Routt also led
Eastern in rebounding with
eight grabs.

WHITE (WEST)

RED (EAST)
00

BY PAT WILSON
Staff Writer
Eastern's Colonels both
suffered and celebrated last
weekend as they were blown out
by Marshall on Saturday but
came back to upset Virginia
'Tech Monday night in nonconference action at Alumni
Coliseum.
The Colonels turned in a
somewhat
lackadaisacal
performance in the second half
against The Thundering Herd
as they were thumped 100-76 in
front of 6,300 home fans.
Marshall guard Ty Collins
scored 20 points in the last ten
minutes of the second half to
turn back a late Eastern rally.
After EKU's Wade Upchurch
hit two 25 footers in a row to cut
Marshall's lead to 65-70 with
10:20 left in the game, Collins
went to work. The six-foot three
senior got 14 of The Herd's next
18 while Eastern could muster
only four long field goals. This
extended the Marshall lead to
88-73 with 4:11 to go, and the
Herd coasted in to an easy
victory the rest of the way.
Eastern opened the game as if
they were going to make a rout
of it themselves by jumping out
to a 9-0 lead. However, Marshall
quickly caught up, and eventually led at the half 52-46.
Collins led Marshall with 30
points on 14 for 18 from the field,
and as a team The Herd hit 60.0
per cent on 42-70 shots. Guard
Mike D'Antoni had eight assists
as the team showed remarkable
execution of teamwork and
ballhandling. Charlie Mitchell
and Robert Brooks had 18 and 17
points respectively for the
Colonels.
Mitchell Hits 32
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Monday night in Alumni
before only 4,750 fans Eastern
decided to use some of that
teamwork themselves as they
knocked off Virginia Tech (13-3
record). Mitchell turned in one
of his finest offensive displays
and scored a season high of
32 points. The Gobblers came
in to Richmond with a highly
touted record and offensc.Last
week they defeated both Florida
State and Wake Forest, and

earlier in the year they beat
Ohio State and South Carolina.
Allen Bristow averages 24
points and 14 rebounds a game
for Tech but it took him 29 shots
to get his average (he scored 25)
and he got only 11 rebounds
against EKU.
Eastern Takes Control
Virginia Tech jumped to an
early 14-8 lead but Eastern
quickly got the lead and took
control of the game as Mitchell
kept Eastern in front with his
startling display of driving
layup and long fade-away jump
shots.

Both teams were cold as the
Colonels hit 41.0 per cent (34-83)
and Tech 29-91 for 31.9 per cent.
Eastern outrebounded Tech 6754 as Dan Argabright grabbed a
season high of 21 rebounds.
Brooks and Mitchell had 14 and
12 respectively.
In the closing minutes of the
game when the Gobblersjjtrted
to catch Eastern, the Colonels
took advantage of their opportunities. Eastern led 67-65
with 2:53 on the clock when the
Colonels went into a stall and
forced Tech to foul. Eastern
was 10 for 10 on the foul lin'e^ in
these closing moments to insure
(Continued On Page Seven)

OVC BASKETBALL STANDINGS,
AUSTIN PEAY
MOREHEAD
MURRAY
EASTERN
TENNESSEE TECH
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
EAST TENNESSEE
WESTERN

OVC
W L
6 1
6 1
5 2
5 2
3 4
16
V 1 8
16

ALL
W L
15 3
11 7
12 5
10 8
8 8
6 8
8 10
5 13

Two Eastern Trackmen
Qualify For Nationals
Two Eastern trackmen
qualified for the national indoor
finals with outstanding performances in the Indiana
University
Relays
last
weekend.
Elmo Boyd, a freshman from
Troy, Ohio, who is a member of
the EKU football team, and
Tyrone Harbut, a sophomore
from Lexington, qualified for
the nationals.
Boyd tied a school record and
finished third in the 60 yd. dash
with his 6.2 time, while Harbut
won the 600 yd. run in a time of
1:10.2, a new Indiana University
Relays and school record.
"We are very proud of Elmo
and Tyrone's showing in'
Indiana. Elmo stumbled out of
the blocks and still recorded his
6.2," said Art Harvey, EKU
track coach.
Other Eastern individuals
and their finishes included Bill

Samuels, fifth in the 440-yd. run
(50.6); Jim Stahlhut, fourth in
the pole vault (15 feet); Dan
Maloney who ran a 9:12 twomile run; and the mile r'elay
squad who finished sixth with a
3:23.5 time.
Harvey singled out former
Eastern football player Joe
Washington, a senior from
Lynch, who ran in his first
competitive track meet and
turned in a 6.4 clocking in the 60
yd. dash.
Harvey plans on entering
several EKU trackmen in the
Mason-Dixon
Games
in
Louisville this
weekend.
Expected entrants include
Charles Dawson, triple jump;
Jerry Young or Maloney,
Kentuckiana Mile; Boyd, 60yd. dash; and the mile relay
team.
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At Weaver This Weekend

Wrestlers' Win Streak
Stopped By Maryville

Women Gymnasts Resume Action

that have plagued the EKU
grapplers this season. "Coaches
expect to have some injuries
during the season, but we've
had enough for three wrestling
teams," said EKU coach
Richard Achtzehn after the
Maryville meet. "With Whittlesey's injury we now have ten
wrestlers out and of those ten
only two are expected back this
season."
Achtzehn was pleased with
the performances turned in by
some of his younger wrestlers,
however. "We're fortunate to
have some depth this season
because without it we really
could have been hurting," he
said. "We've had some young
wrestlers step into these vacant
positions created by injuries
and do a respectable job, and
without them I doublt very
much if we would even be close
to our present dual meet record
(6-5). On the other hand,
though, not having had experienced wrestlers like (Dick)
Loewenstine and
(Mac)
Nickson in the lineup has hurt
us."
This Saturday the Colonel
matmen will host Morehead
State and Wilberforce College in
a double dual meet starting at 1
p.m. in Alumni Coliseum. The
wrestlers will close out their
home season on Wednesday,
February 14, when they take on
Whittlesey's injury is just Xavier University in a 7:30 p.m.
another of a series of ailments match.

The Eastern wrestling team
had its winning streak snapped
at four last Saturday as they
dropped a 28-16 decision to
Maryville College of Tennessee.
The defeat proved doubly
damaging to the Colonel
grapplers as they also lost the
services of 150 pounder Stan
Whittlesey, who dislocated his
elbow during his match.
Eastern co-captain Bill
Froman, who won "wrestler of
the week" honors for the second
straight time, scored a pin over
his Maryville opponent in 1:33
of the second period as the two
teams exchanged pins in the
first two matches. EKU's 134
pounder, Bob Roach, then
decisioned his opponent 10-2 but
his victory was the only one the
Colonels were able to score in
the first six matches other than
Froman's pin,, as Maryville
jumped out to a 15-9 lead.
The Colonel matmen then
closed the gap to 15-12 when 158
pounder Marvin Alstott won a 63 decision, but this was as close
as they were to get. Maryville
scored a pin in the 167 pound
match and a decision in the 177
pound match to increase their
lead to an insurmountable 24-12
before EKU's Joe Neff and
Randy Randolph each wrestled
to draws to make the final
margin 28-16.

Eastern Signs Two More
Top Football Prospects
Mike Rhodes, 5-11, 177-pound Webster is the 12th prospective
flankerback from Greenville, athlete inked by the EKU
Ohio, has become the latest coaching staff this winter.
signee for coach Roy Kidd's
Colonel football team.
Rhodes led the Greenville Harvey To Speak
High School Green Wave the
Art Harvey, Eastern track
past two seasons in receptions
and
cross country coach, will be
(57), total yardage (1,214) and
a
featured
speaker at the anscoring (19 touchdowns).
nual
Kentucky
High School
Running from his flanker
Coaches
Track
&
Field
Clinic to
position, he carried the ball 16
be
held
Friday
at
Louisville
times for 178 yards and two
Male High School.
touchdowns last year.
Harvey's topic will be
He was an all-league selection
in two different leagues over the "Middle Distance and Distance
past two years. Greenville was Training."
This is the annual clinic given
a member of the Miami Valley
League in 1971 and Rhodes was preceding the Mason-Dixon
a unanimous pick to the first games which are held each year
team offense as a flanker. This in Louisville's Freedom Hall.
past season he was named to the
EKU-Middle
All-Southwestern
Buckeye
League first offensive unit as a
On Television
flanker.
Rhodes also lettered in
The Eastern-Middle Tenbasketball and track three nessee basketball game at
years, having run a 9.9 100-yard Alumni Coliseum on February
dash.
17 has been chosen as one of the
"Mike is a real blue-chipper. ""wild card" games to be
We are very pleased to have a televised on the "OVC Game of
. young player of this calibe& join the Week" series.
our team," Kidd said. ▼
Tipoff time for the game will
be 1:00 p.m. instead of 7:30 p.m.
Webster Signs
as previously scheduled. The
Kidd has also announced the telecast will be carried in this
signing of Ernest Webster of area by WKYT-TV, Channel 27
Dayton, Ohio, to an Ohio Valley in Lexington.
Conference letter-of-intent.
Webster, a 6-4, 225-pound
defensive tackle for coach Tom
Montgomery's Roosevelt High
/
School squad, was given
honorable mention on the AllCity and All-Area teams in
Dayton.
"Ernest has got the size and
speed to help us out next year at
a defensive tackle position,"
Kidd said.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Webster of Dayton.

Recycle
Yourself
Even when you're doing nothing,
you're doing something on a
Raleigh bicycle Something good
for your body and mind
And with a precision-made
Raleigh, you won't have to worry
about it wearing out before its time

KARL KORADE, Eastern's freshman gymnast,
performs on the pommel horse during EKU's
match against Memphis State and Murray State
in Alumni Coliseum last Saturday. Korade

But Lose To Memphis

The
Eastern
women's
gymnastics team heads into the
major portion of its 1972-73
schedule Saturday (Feb. 10),
hosting the University of
Louisville and Murray in a 1
p.m. meet in Weaver Gym.
The Eastern lasses opened
with an early loss to Indiana
University back in December
but,
says
Coach
Kim
Smallwood, "I don't think we
were really ready to compete
then. The girls' scores were
lower than their potential indicates, and I think we'll have
better performances from here
on."
The team does have a
reputation to live up to...last
season it competed against only
other
Kentucky
teams,
Georgetown College and the
University of Louisville, and
defeated both of them at home
and away. As a team, the EKU
girls finished third in the
finished second in the overall competition. The Association of Intercollegiate
Eastern gymnasts handily defeated Murray, but Athletics for Women (AIAW)
they were edged out in the final evei
Region II meet at Memphis,
Memphis for first place honors^
Tenn., and two of the girls
qualified for the national finals.
Coach Smallwood has one of
those two back this season and.

names Patty Floyd as
"probably the strongest performer we have. She competes
in all four categories and has a
full degree of difficulty." Patty
is captain of this year's squad
and is a senior from Louisville.
The four categories in which a
woman gymnast competes at
the collegiate level include the
vault, balance beam, uneven
bars, and free exercise. Miss
Floyd competes in all four as do
four of her teammates.

Louisville juniors Barbara Kok
and Patty Murrell both compete
in all events and both are back
from last year's team.
Also competing in all
categories are Lexington junior
Laura Hollingsworth and
Charlotte Abbott, a freshman
from Cambridge, Ohio.
Another pair of Louisville
juniors, Elaine Smith and Betty
Elam, round out the returnees
from last season. Miss Smith
(Continued On Page Eight)

Colonial Inn Restaurant
Broasted Chicken - Char-broiled Steaks

5:30 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Home-made biscuits & vegetables
Call 623-984 for carry-out orders

Eastern By-Pass
"Watch for the Golden Fork"

"Lets all go to the DAIRY QUEEN"

safe

Gymnasts Topple Mjirray State
The EKU gymnastics squad
met Memphis State University
and Murray State University in
a triangular meet last Saturday
afternoon at Alumni Coliseum.
Eastern topped Murray by a
score of 107.90 to 70.60, but
Memphis State took first place
honors with a score of 111.45.
There was no contest between
Murray and EKU, as Eastern
outscored the Racers in every
event, but the scoring between
Memphis and EKU ran fairly
close. Memphis jumped off to a
three point lead in the floor
exercise, but strong performances by Eastern's Karl
Korade, Bob Sanderson, and
Bill Sherrill in the pommel
horse put EKU slightly ahead.
Memphis, however, regained
the lead in the rings and added

to it in the vaulting and parallel
bar events, enabling thejn to
enter the final event, Jhe high
bar, with mote than a^nine point
advantage.
/
The EKU high bar team, Kim
Charleston, Sanderson, and
Korade, then turned in their
best performance of the year,
as they outscored Memphis 21.6
to 15.8, but their efforts weren't
enough to overcome Memphis'
lead.
Geisinger of Memphis placed
first in the all-around competition with a score of 46.95,
and Korade finished second
with a score of 40.80.
The next home meets for the
Eastern gymnasts will be held
on Friday, February 16, when
they take on Georgetown
College at 7 p.m., and on

Saturday, February 17, when
they meet the University of
Kentucky and Miami of Ohio in
a rematch at4 p.m. Eastern has
already defeated UK and Miami
once this season. Both meets
will again be held in the Alumni
Coliseum Auxilary Gym.
The EKU gymnasts now have
a season record of 3-2.

EKU Beats Tech
(Continued From Page Six)
the victory.
As a team Eastern had 19
assists, led by Upchifrch with
five, and every other starter
had at least two. Eastern
committed only six turnovers in
the second half and only seven
fouls. Argabright backed up
Mitchell with 18 points and
Brooks had 13.

BIG
brazier,
A full quarter-pound
Buy one, get one fon o
Scrumpdillyishus" offer good Thur$.-Fri. Feb. 8-9

Dairy
Queen

This week, buy one big BRAZIER and get the second one for 10« at
participating DAIRY QUEEN BRAZIER stores. What a buy- a full quarter
pound of char-broiled beef topped with zesty BRAZIER. Sauce. And the
second one is even better because -it's only 10* during this

BraZier
EASTERN BY-PASS

"scrumpdillyishus" sale..Don't miss it!
MM* II*P«. Off.. Am. DO.Corp. tO Copy*** 1973, Am. P.O.Corp.

CAESAR'S

The

ITALIAN RESTORANTE

UNIVERSITY CENTER BOARD

College Park Center

Richmond. Ky.

Presents

(Next To Convenient Food Mart)

Specializing In HOMEMADE ITALIAN PIZZA

f

Giant Gondola Sandwiches
I

-Clip This This Coupon

>

50* off on any

i i

-|

PIZZA
GOOD thru WED. Feb. 15

We Deliver

rf'fe

623-7147
Open:
Open:

4 p.m..-12 Midnight Sun. thru Thurs.
4 p.m.. l a.m. Fri. and Sat

Big Mac

QUICK SILVER

it'sameal
in a stack.

Feb. 12 7:30 P.M

Get up and get away to McDonalds
• foraBigMac.

ALUMNI COLISEUM

THE BICYCLE FIT FOR YOU.

Also your NISHIKI dealer
plus several other lines

<+.

■

W

M

Take a big appetite to
McDonald's tonight. And
order a Big Mac. Two pure
beef patties. Lettuce.
Cheese. McDonald's own
special sauce. On a freshly
toasted, triple-deck,
sesame seed bun. Big Mac
Evsa the biggest appetite
couldn't* ask for more. '••'

Full Time EKU Students

2°

IN ADVANCE

All Other And Ticket At Door .'4* ■
*•*•

■''■-'.

^ ■ .-*■ ;-.rv. . ■
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<SL

V

►BICYCLE WORLD
Expert Service. Sale*,
& Accessories

PORTER DRIVE
(BEHIND JERRY'S)
Richmond 623-7214

c

EASTERN BY—PASS

Tickets on Sale Cashiers Window Coates Adm.
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In Two Days

Eels Post Three Straight Victories
BY MLLSTAPEETON
Staff Writer

In perhaps its finest weekend
ever, Easterns Eels chalked up
three'victories in two days, by
defeating Vanderbilt and
Cincinnati last Friday night,
and Eastern Illinois on
Saturday afternoon.
The meet Friday night was a
triple dual with each team
iVandy,
Cincy,
and
E.K.U.(swimming the other in
a dual meet. The Eels defeated
Vanderbilt with surprising ease
81-32, and nipped Cincinnati 6350. Cincinnati, in turn, downed

Vanderbilt 66-47.
"We had been worried about
this meet ./or a while," said
coach Don Combs. '"Both
Vanderbilt and Cincinnati are
tough, and we had not beaten
Vanderbilt in two years. Plus.
we had just finished fourth in
the Vanderbilt Invitational, and
. Vandy won it. But we were ready and swam a great meet."
Eastern jumped on top of both
teams in the first event, the 400
yeard medley relay; Wes
Arnold, Tom Javins. Jim Foff,
and Kevin Miles swam the
distance in 3:40.75, only five
one-hundredths ahead of
Vandy.

Interested in Summer Employment?

CEDAR POINT AMUSEMENT LAND
has many opportunities for college
students. Register for a personal
interview on campus at your
Placement Office.

DATE: February 12
TIME:

9:00 to 4:30

PLACE: Inquire at Placement Office

Then came the outstanding
swim of the meet, as far as
Eastern was concerned. Freshman Terry Stoddard swam the
1000 yard freestyle in 10:19.9.
only three seconds off the team
record, and 16 seconds faster
than his best time. He then
came back late in the meet,
winning the 500 yard race
against the Commodores in a
5:01.8. He was elected by
teammates as the Eel of the
Meet against Vanderbilt.
Another outstanding swim
was turned in by Javins, who
won the Individual Medley in
2:05.0, swam the 200 yard
breeastroke in 2:22.3 and swam
the breastroke leg of the relay
in 1:01.8. He was also voted as
an Eel of the Meet.
Junior Rick Murphy placed
second in the 200 butterfly with
a 2:03.0, his best of the year.
Arnold was timed in a 55.8 for
his leg of the relay and came
back and had a 2:05.9 in the 200
backstroke. Both are his best
times of the year. Another
victor was senior John
Davenport, who won the 200
breastroke in 2:19.0.
Although the Eels disposed of
Vanderbilt early, the meet with
Cincinnati was not decided until
the last relay. Eastern's team of

McFarland Signs

Miles, Wally Esser. Paul
Spearman, and Bill Stapleton
easily won with a 3:17.0, giving
the Eels their fifth dual meet
victory of the year against only
one loss.
Number six came the next
day against an outmanned
Eastern Illinois team as E.K.U.
prevailed 59-54. The meet was
not as close as the score indicated. Eastern swimmers
swam "oft" events and swam
just well enough to win the
meet. However, several outstanding times were recorded.
Perhaps the best was freshman
Tom Houchin's time of 2:05.5 in
the 200 butterfly, an event that
he had rarely swum this year.
This and his 1:52.09 200 yd.
freestyle garnered him Eel of
the Meet honors.
Murphy showed flashes of his
old form in the 1000 yard
freestyle with a 10:25.79, his
best of the year by 23 seconds.
"This is possibly the best that
an Eastern team has ever swam
in one weekend," remarked
Combs. "But we'll have to swim
even better in order to beat
Alabama this Saturday. They
are one of the top teams in the
Southeastern Conference and
will be the toughest team that
we've faced all year." The meet
will be held this Saturday at the
Donald Combs Natatorium at
4:00 p.m.

EASTERN'S SWIMMING Eels had one of their best weekends of
all time last Friday and Saturday as they won three dual meets
in the two days. The Eels whipped both Vanderbilt and Cincinnati on Friday evening and came back the following af-

With Eastern

Colonel Cagers Return
To Conference Wars

Ron McFarland, a 6-2, 245pound offensive and defensive
tackle from Taft High School in
Cincinnati, Ohio, has signed an
Ohio Valley Conference letterof-intent to play football for
Eastern. '
He was an All-City choice at
offensive and defensive tackle
and a first team selection on the
All-Public High School League
squad. He lettered three years
in football and wrestling and
two seasons in track.
"Ron is certainly an outstanding football player and we
feel he has the potential to play
either offense or defense at
Eastern. He has played in a
very competitive league and
has a fine football background
under coach Elmer Burney,"
EK# assistant coach Larry
Marmie said.
■-■- ■- ■_ ■- ■ m. ■- ■ ■ ——
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Andy's Pizza Palace has

V-

EVERYTHING

V

Wjf,
• CfUCfeCK

ANDY'S PIZZA PALACE
110 South Second St.

623-5400
Photo by Larry Bailey

MARSHALL CENTER Randy Noll (45) looks for
someone to pass to as he's tightly pressed by
Eastern center Dan Argabright (50) during the
Herd's 100-76 victory over the Colonels last
Saturday night at Alumni Coliseum.
The

GRANTS

_, SUNDAY ONLY
Iy
i
"
All
You
Can
Eat!
OU=>
$133
BUCKY BRADFORD SAYS

\

Special Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday-Thursday
February 12, 13, 14, 15

REGULAR
DINNER
Usual Price
•1.45

or

Italian Spaghetti

Grants Bradford House Restaurant
Eastern By-Pass and U.S. 25

V

Lk-L

Mashed Potatoes, Gravy and Roll.

Richmond Loves
What T'haCiirfonel Cooks

r

. * ^WA*— ^?

Portions

Bradford House will be serving these dinner*
specials SundayOnly 12:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Richmond Plaza Shopping Center
Richmond, Kentucky

Women Gymnasts Open

BUCCANEER

With This
Coupon

Includes 3 Pieces Of Chicken, Cole Slaw,

With Tossed Salad. Choice of Dressing. Roll and Butter

-<■,

Ronnie
come back to full
strength," Strong said. Smith
has been bothered since midDecember with a virus.
Coach Lake Kelly's APSU
Governors stand 6-1 in the OVC,
tied with Morehead State for the
lead, and 15-3 overall, having
won nine games in a row.
Their latest conquest was a
100-97 overtime decision over
Bellarmine College as Ply
Williams was held to only nine
points. However, 6-4 forward
Percy Howard countered with
43 points of his own for Austin
Peay.
"Austin Peay has got to be the
hottest team in the league right
now," Strong commented.
Coach Cal Luther's Murray
State Racers stand 5-2 in league
play and are tied for second
place with the EKU Colonels.
Les Taylor's 23 point average
leads the 'Breds, now 12-5
overall.
Mitchell tops Eastern players
with a 22.2 average. His 1,343
points rank him fourth on the
all-time Colonel scoring list,
only a field goal behind 1972 AllOVC guard George Bryant.
Jack Adams with 1,460 points
and Eddie Bodkin's 1,587 head
the EKU career list.
Dan
Argabright's
15.0
average, 11.5 rebounding mark
and .560 gield goal percentage
place him high in conference
statistics. Other twin-figure
scorers for the Colonels include
Wade Upchurch (12.5), Carl
Brown (11.6) and Robert Brooks
(11.4).

specializes in the vault and the
Other meets of the EKU
balance beam while Miss Elam schedule include Georgetown
performs on the uneven bars. and Western at home Feb. 16;
Nancy Herrman, a freshman Athens ^ College and the
from Covington who specializes University of Kentucky at honie
in free exercise, is the final Feb. 17; Peabody and Georgia
member of this year's eight-girl College away
Feb.
24;
team.
Georgetown away March 9;
Senior Brenda Zieres of New Louisville or a state-wide meet
York, N.Y., and senior Linda March 10; and the Region II
Gaines of London are the meet March 23 at Memphis
managers.
S^jte University.

SAVE 26* WITH THIS COUPON!

With French Fries, Cole
Slaw. Roll and Butter

Your Choice of Any $
of the Dinners
'..AH You Caii Eat sp^'
Kiddee

Colonels rebounded from the Marshall defeat to
knock off highly regarded Virginia Tech on
Monday, and they now head into two crucial OVC
contests with Austin Peay and Murray this
weekend.

It's back to the conference
wars for the Colonels Saturday
as coach Guy Strong's charges
travel to Austin Peay and then
on to Murray State Monday for
important Ohio Valley Conference games.
Eastern ventured out of the
league twice last weekend,
splitting its two decisions.
Marshall's Thundering Herd,
led by the hot shooting of Ty
Collins who hit nine field goals
in a row in the second half,
downed EKU 100-76 last
Saturday.
However, Eastern, led by the
32-point output of Charles
Mitchell and the 21-rebound
performance
of
Dan
Argabright, turned the tables
Monday and defeated one of the
nation's top independent
squads, Virginia Tech, 81-72.
"We were prepared and
ready to play Marshall, but they
just played an outstanding
game," Strong said. "As far as
our performance against
Virginia Tech, we played about
as well as we have all year. Our
defense was excellent and we
seemed to be a little bit more
patient in running our offensive
patterns."
Certainly a contributing
factor to the victory over VPI
was the play of sophomore
guard Ronnie Smith of
Palmyra, Ind. He scored four
points, handed out two assists
and was able to penetrate the
Gobblers defense to get the ball
to EKU's front line.
"It sure is encouraging to see

(Continued From Page Seven)
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ternoon to beat Eastern Illinois. Here several Eels attempt to
jump off te a quick start in an event during the Eastern Illinois
meet.
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Women Oriented
Courses Demanded

Mike Osborne Cruises Campus
In 'Red, Zone V Golf Cart
ItY Ml-; SMITH

siiili \\ limits maroon-stnpea, canvassed top and its three wide
wheels shadow the "red, zone-1,
student parking" sticker.
Admittedly, the possession of
such a sticker is taken lightly
except when it is seen on this
extraordinary vehicle.
The vehicle is a white-maroon
golf cart that bears the tag "no
riders" and is owned by
Michael Osborne, a junior
physical ed. major from
Midland, Ohio. Its unique

quality other than rare appearances of such a vehicle on
campus, is that it isn't driven by
Mike to rove over any golf
greens; he uses it for transportation to his classes.
Mike stated that the golf cart
was his father's idea. He said,
"My father bought the golf cart
from a country club in
Ohio...you give my father a
wrench and a hammer and he
can make anything out of
it...and my mother who is a
fantastic seamstress made the
canvas."
Pride is Mike's motto; it ac-

Courier Delivery Girls
Face Job Hazards
BY WANDA HACK
Staff Writer

Can you imagine getting up in
the morning before you are
ready to get up? Or getting
dressed while still asleep? Or
going out into the cold and
leaving a nice warm room
behind? Contrary to popular
belief this is not done by
creatures from outer space.
Instead, it is done by Teresa
Darland and Brenda Selby.
They do it because they are
newspaper carrier for The
Courier Journal.
Teresa, a freshman from
Louisivlle,
delivers 130
daily and 120 Sunday papers to
Beckham, Case, Combs, Keith,
McCreary, McGregor, and
Miller.
Brenda
a junior from
Jamestown,
takes over
where Teresa leaves off.
Brenda delivers to Burnam,
Clay, Sullivan, and Telford. She
handles 125 daily and 120
Sunday papers.
Even though these girls stay
on campus, they do face certain
occupational hazards. These
■ hazards aren't as serious as

those faced by the street
carriers but they are serious.
For
instance,
being
frightened by a dog, and then
scaring it which causes it to
growl at you, can be terrifying.
Teresa recalls the case of
sliding a paper under the door,
having it hit a broom, having
the broom fall on a garbage can.
All of the complicated mishap
awakened the room's two
inhabitants. This incident can
be dangerous especially if the
two girls come into the hall
looking for you.
Teresa worked last as a CJ
girl. This is the first semester
that
Brenda 'has had the
pleasure.
If by any chance you are one
of the lucky or unlucky ones who
get up before 7 in the morning,
you might see 2 half-frozen,
half-asleep girls pulling little'
red wagons behind them. Your
first impulse will be to turn
them over to campus secuiryt.
Curb this impsulse. These girls
mean no harm, they just want to
deliver your paper.

tivates all his varied activities
and efforts. He exemplified this
quality when "I've tried to help
a lot of others with so-called
handicaps". .. I played baseball
on crutches so I asked myself
why others couldn't with
similiar "handicaps." I had
polio in '54 when I was one-yearold but I still grew up with
athletics.
He added that he is presently a
physical led. instructor in a
beginning swimming class for
the "handicapped" student.
He became ah instructor out
of all the others in his class who
have "similar handicaps"
because I knew my capabilities.
When I came to school the instructor didn't recognize my
capabilities so I figured if I
could do it, anybody could...I
tried to show the others...now as
an instructor."
Difficulties have to be a
common occurrence with such
a vehicle. Mike smiled,
"Security was really nice about
it; they realized that some 'socalled handicaps' make it and
some don't with wheels like
mine.
Students, who don't have this
similar opportunity even understand Mike's situation. He
excitedly answered, "As a
freshman in '71, I didn't know
how to react to it, but then'
people began giving me attention and recognizing me with
it by seeing me on campus they
identified me by it...what could
I say?"
Mike stated that when he gets
out of school, he'll "end up
selling the golf cart to another
person -pn campus with the
same regards that I would
have..to take care of it." The
reason he gives for not needing
it any longer is that if he gets his
leg "straightened out" he'll go
into professional baseball
because he's had offers to go
into the minor league coaching
status rather than on the
secondary or college level.

University Center Board

Offers-Good Entertainment
BY JOHN DAVIDSON
Staff Writer
c
This spring semester, 1973,
may well prove to be an excellent semester entertainmentwise. Already the Student
Entertainment Board has put
on two shows with another
major concert scheduled for
this Monday, and much more
entertainment planned for the
remainder of the semester.
The first major concert of the
semester was the Nitty Gritty
Dirt Band-Earl Scruggs Revue
concert. The only thing that
hurt this 'show was the small
crowd.

Review
Next Monday night will be the
second major concert of the
semester. Quicksilver will be in
Alumni Coliseum to show why
they are regarded I as one of the
most exciting groups to ever
hit the American musical scene.
Thursday night, February 15,
Thomas Andrew's Ballet Brio
will present an evening of
dancing in the romantic, neoclassic, and contemporary
ballet styles. With an ensemble
of six-three ballerinas and three
male partners-Ballet Brio is
designed
to
renew
enthusiasm
for
dance
artistry presented at a
high
theatrical
and
technical level.
On Thursday night. February

TOWIME CINEMA

22, "The Black Prince of Storybook Fame," Casey Anderson,
will perform. Anderson plays
12-string accoustic and electric
guitars. He sings folk songs in
the Kristofferson tradition, and
does ballads, country, soul,
blues, and rock.
Shirley Chisholm, the first
Black Congresswoman is the
United States, will speak here
March 19. In the Democratic
primaries in 1972, she unsuccessfully tried to secure her
party's nomination for the
Presidenncy. She is a leader in
the fight for equal and fair
treatment for Blacks and
women.
On March 28, Jamz Dutton
and his Rosewood Rebellion will
be here to present a Latinflavored show with heavy
emphasis on percussion. They
have entertained audiences all
over North America with their
performances of music and
rhythm.
Hal Shane, a singer-guitarist,
will perform April 9*. He is an
accomplished guitarist and
sings and plays songs ranging
from English folk songs to
Bach, even including contemporary songs by Lennon and
McCartney, Neil Diamond, and
Burt Bacharach.
Paul Ehrlich, the author of
The Population Bomb, will
speak here April 24. In that book
he said that if the population
continues to grow at its present
rate, in 900 years there will be 60

NOW! FOR ADULTS

ONE CAT...
WHO PLAYS UKE AN ARMY!

million billion people on earth,
or about 100 persons for each
square foot of the earth's surface, land and sea. He has said
about overpopulation, "All the
technology man can bring to
bear will not fend off the misery
to come."
One of the most durable bands
there has ever been will perform in Alumni Coliseum on
April 26. Duke Ellington will
bring his band here to play the
music that had made them one
of the most popular bands in the
world.

Photo by Donald Wallbaum

Dandelions ?

Research Report Clarifies
Credit Hour Production _
BYJANHENSLEY
Staff Writer _
Eastern**
Division
of
Institutional Research has
issued its report for the '72 fall
semester. This report is to
describe the number of student
credit hours produced per
fulltime equivalent faculty
member at each class level.
. "These data can be of value in
planning future staffing,
scheduling, and curriculum
development," according to the
report.
Data regarding the number of
full-time faculty members, total
student credit hours produced,
and average number of student
credit hours produced per fulltime
equivalent
faculty
member by level of classes for
each department, each college,
and for the total university are
inluded.
The fundamental concept for
this study is based on the
amount of student credit hours
each department produced in
the fall semester, the number of
faculty members are employed
in each department, and what*
the average number of student
credit hours produced per fulltime equivalent
faculty
.member is.
At the 100 level in the College
of Applied Arts and Technology
the total number of full-time
faculty is 19.99 ranging from
21.39 at the '300' level and 2.75 at
the '600' level.
The total student credit hours
produced in the College of
Applied Arts and Technology
varied from 5,290 at '100' to 622
credit hours at the '400' and 720
at the '600' level.
Individual departments
within the college are diver-

Go all out for Burger Queen

QJ

sified in the number of full-time
faculty. They range from .80 at
the '100' level to 4.26 in the Law
Enforcement Department and
9.68 faculty members at the
'100' level in nursing.
The total number of full-time
faculty in the College of Arts
and Sciences is 78.51 at the '100'
level while it 41.83 at the '300'
level and 19.01 at the '600* level.
The Drama and Speech
Department's number of fulltime faculty at the '100' level is
3.57 while the English and
Journalism Department has
19.90 full-time faculty at the
same level.
Important factors should be
taken into account before
considering this
report.
"Faculty members on leave
during the semester are not
included in the calculations in
this report. And all student
credit hours produced by a
faculty member were credited
to this department even if he
were teaching a class in another
department," stated the report.

Finally, the report also states
that this system most accurately reflects the true
production of a departmental
staff.

Oops
A peace demonstration
mentioned in the Feb. 1 issue
said the event took place in the
spring of 1969. The Richmond
march was in the spring of 1970.
The Progress also listed
professors Tae-Hawn Kwak
and Nancy K. Forderhase as
assistant professors. They are
associate professors of political
science and history, respectively.
Miss Jane Gurganus was
listed as associate : professor
of political science. She is an
assistant professor.
Also, the name of Dr. Klaus
Heberle was spelled incorrectly
in the Feb. 1 issue.
Mrs. Jacquline Cross was
listed in the English Department. She teaches french.
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do not have receive credit for
taking adult education courses.
Yesterday there was a
meeting entitled Consciousness
is Freedom. This meeting will
be a conscious raising session
on women oriented topics. Dr.
Bonnie B. Hume /associate
professor- of Educational
Foundations said that interdisciplinary courses offered
through CUC including not on'.y
literature but also other
departments
such
as
psychology would be greatiy
enjoyed by Eastern students.
The purpose of the meeting
was to find out what kind of
courses Eastern students
wanted and to try to find ways
of meeting these desires. In a
class Dr. Hume recently taught
she found men and women
students more interested in
Women's Liberation than any
other topic discussed.
Dr. Nancy Riffe, another
organizer of the meeting said,
"If enough interest is shown
Wednesday night, then we'll see
if we can arrange more
discussion groups of this nature.
One problem.
we've encountered is that our meeting
conflicts with a lecture on
Women's Liberation by Dr.
Josephine Donovan from U of
K. We will probably meet at
7:30 Wednesday night and then
go listen to Dr. Donovan at 8:00
p.m."
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Members of the Dandelion Wine cast rehearse
for their first performance Feb. 21 at
Pearl
Buchanan Theatre.

The influence.' of Women's
Liberation is affecting the
curriculums of the universities
of the United States. Women are
now wanting to know more
about what other women have
accomplished and what they
are working on now.
Colleges in Kentucky such as
Transylvania
and
the
University of Kentucky already
offer women's study courses
and now pressure is being
applied at other institutions in
Kentucky for more women
oriented courses. At Eastern
there is a growing demand for
these courses and steps are
being taken to satisfy this
demand.
Next fall the Sociology
department will offer a new
course Ant. Soc. 399 Role of
Women in Traditional and
Contemporary/ Society.
Women are also wanting to
read more literature and poems
by other women. Ms. Janet
Oldham, assistant professor of
English said, "There are many
great women poets who should
be in the text books. They have
a lot to say to the women of
today." Ms. Oldham thinks that
women's study courses will
come to Eastern because they
. are already in most other
universities. A course involving
women poets was offered this
semester for the adult
education but none took advantage of it. Eastern students
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Changes At All Levels

New Education Techniques Supported

Photo by Russell Tapp

'Listen To The Music'

Taking a break from the daily routine, this
couple relaxes in the Powell Building grill. The
only problem is, which of the latest hits should
they play.

Male Cheerleaders Resign
(Continued From Page One)
"I respect Coach, Combs,"
said Taylor," and I respect his
authority...but I can't understand why we can't get
along. We didn't have this
trouble last year. We didn't
want to quit, but we were really
getting hacked. I really miss
it."
Coach Combs said he didn't
realize there was a problem
with shoes
Combs said, "My main
concern is that they don't
overspend. If they want to get
together and buy extra things to
go with their uniforms, that's
their bag. It's OK with me. If
shoes are a big thing, let's get it
in the budget. "
In regard to going on away
games, Combs said the Athletic
Committee doesn't see the
justification for cheerleaders

without a crowd, and they have
been discouraged from making
independent trips. "You can't
make noise if there's no one to
make noise with."
"I'm for 'em all the way, but
you have to meet people halfway," said Combs.
Tom Higgins, the new
cheerleader sponsor said, "I
don't really know the exact
situation. For the Western
game,
they
used
an
unauthorized kid to cheer."
He said in a discussion with
Coach Combs the cheerleaders
found that they'd have to go
through certain procedures to
obtain other cheerleaders. "It
was seemingly harmless," said
Higgins, "but it might cause
confusion in the future.
"I know the boys decided to
terminate their tenure as
cheerleaders but I know ab-

solutely nothing about why the
girls weren't out there Monday
night.
"I would be agreeable to just
about anything that would suit
the needs. I certainly didn't
refuse them a tryout. I think it
would be a good idea. Maybe
someone higher up than I
refused them, but I didn't.
Regarding the addition of
Hogg to the squad for the
Western game, Higgins said, "I
have nothing against him.
Roger's a fine kid, but I didn't
know about it in advance."
Concerning Monday night's
game, Higgins said, "They
should have let somebody know
they weren't going to be there.
I'm not going to be the one to
have the ultimate decision. I'll
have a part in it, but the final
decision will be up to Coach
Combs."

BY DAVID PAXYAKO
Staff Writer
Editor's Note: This article Is
the final article in a series
about Education.
The passing few decades have
seen major changes in
education at all levels; nursery,
university and in the field of
research. Some Eastern
teachers and students reviewed
the recent trend in education
and predicted what the future
looks like educationally.
Dr.
James
Davidson,
assistant
professor
of
mathematics pointed out that
perhaps what has determined a
sharp turning point on the
elementary education scene is
the new teaching approaches
that have been adopted in the
classrooms. Dr. Davidson said,
"Modern education has placed
a new emphasis on how children
learn, rather than what there is
for them to learn."
Develop Thinking Skills
Dr. Davidson is an expert of
mathematics of
renown
educators among them Zolta P.
Dienes, Bob Davis, Geoffrey
Mathews, and Paul Rosenbloom, all of whom have a great
emphasis on
developing
thinking skills in children
through a method of simple,
logic games. Dr. Davidson who
also works with Model's
elementary children, said he is
pleased to see an improved
standard in mathematics.
"In the
teaching of
mathematics, methodology will •
definitely become more important than the knowledge
itself."
Miss Sarah Eagan, a
graduate
student
from
Decateur Illinois, summarized
■ her views of modern education
as follows, "More than ever
before there has come into the
classroom, a need to recognize
diversity in student ability."
Miss Eagan, an English major
and an Illinois certified teacher,
noted that the Fitzgerald Key
program for teaching grammar

is a new effort to aid focus of
attention on all the levels of
education represented in a class
and particularly help slow
readers.
Miss Eagan further pointed
out that elimination of too much
memorization in learning is
another accomplishment of this
program.
Dr. Robert H. Barker,"
associate professor of Science
Education said, "The child
must be actively involved for
learning to take place.
Dr. Barker further stated that
in order for more achievements
to be accomplished in education
there will be a major shift ■
Liberian Education
"Developing countries are
making fast advancements in
education," noted another
graduate student, Rita Sue
Anderson. Miss Anderson, an
Elementary Education major
who specialized in reading
comes from Louisville and has
spent two years teaching in
Liberia. She said that despite
the lack of sufficient trained
teachers and the lack of
educational facilities, more and
more people in Africa are
valuing education.
Miss Anderson said, "The
level of illiteracy is still very
high in Liberia, but there is a
growing national effort to curb
it." Miss Anderson, who taught
in the elementary grades said
that seventy percent of Liberia
is illiterate.
"Education in Liberia is too
expensive for the majority of
the people," said Miss
Anderson, adding, "Liberian
children who are so eager to
learn have to sacrifice to get an
education."
Dr. David L. Rush, director of
Professional Laboratory
Experiences on campus said
that the local education scene at
Eastern has seen developments
in education reflect the major
national trend. He said, "Our
teacher education department
has been seeking more and
more to place students in closer

association with children." Dr.
Rush, an ex-principal continued, "We find communication between the teacher
and the student a major tool in
helping the former to deal with
a variety of situations created
by the diversity of pupil
backgrounds."
Dr. Rush also said that

education is beginning to
concern itself with a more
humanistic approach by
developing programs aimed at
the disadvantaged of society.
Dr. Rush, said, "Today
education is more peopleoriented, with special concerns
developing in the area of the
minority peoples in the

society." He added, "In a broad
sense, at the rate we are moving
as a nation we will soon be able
to have physical facilities to
reach the majority of our
students
Dr. Rush said, "In modern
education there is more
acquisition of knowledge, butit is
also in more demand."

Meditation Helps Students
Survive Grind Of College Days
KEN GULLETTE
Circulation Manager
Although transcendental
meditation (TM) is over 6,000
years old, and is mushrooming
as people all over the. world are
beginning to practice the art,
most people are still in the dark
about its techniques and effects.
The most popular form of
meditation was introduced in
America by the Maharishi
Mahesh Yogi, who also taught it
to the Beatles and Mia Farrow.
"Usually in our daily lives our
senses are projected outward,"
said Steve Cox, Eastern's TM
teacher who was trained personally by the Maharishi. "We
are all externally oriented. TM
reverses this. While meditating
you experience more subtle,
refined levels of thought."
Cox, a U K law student, is
one of the two TM teachers
operating out of Lexington, one
of three Kentucky centers set up
by the Maharishi. The
organization, called the
Students' International
Meditation Society, is part of
the International Meditation
Society, which has 3600 centers
across the globe.
"Anyone can meditate. There
are about fifty students here at
Eastern who meditate."
Students who meditate do so
twice daily, in the morning and
evening, for twenty minutes
each. If a student meditates

regularly, he will realize
changes in his life.
Kathy Flynn, the president of
the Eastern branch oUSIMS,
said that after she began
meditating she had more
energy than before.
"You really feel a change in
your life," she said. "When you
meditate you are releasing
stress. That's one of the advantages of it."
Another person, who has been
meditating over a year, said she
noticed she was more alert and
her mind was clearer because
of the release of tensions
through meditation.
In the past few years,
research has been done on
meditation by colleges and the
results published in leading
scientific magazines and
journals.
In February 1972, the
Scientific American reported
the rapid decline in the concentration of blood lactate
during meditation. A high
concentration of lactate in the
blood is associated with anxiety
attacks and high blood
pressure.
During meditation, cardiac
output decreases rapidly,
meaning a reduction in the work
load of the heart.
The University of Texas in
1971 reported that their experiments indicated meditators
had faster reaction times than
non-meditators.

Transcendental meditation
has also been shown to stabalize
the nervous system as shown by
fewer spontaneous galvanic
skin responses. This indicates
more resistance to environmental
stress
and
psychosomatic disease, and
thus a more efficient nervous
system and more energy for
purposeful activity.
"I find I can concentrate
more on my studies, even late at
night," said Kathy Flynn.
An important by-product of
meditation is the decrease in
the use of drugs. The Journal of
the
American; Medical
Association ran results of a
study by two doctors, which
showed that out of 1,862 drug
users, 98.8 percent stopped
using or pushing drugs after two
or three years of practicing
meditation.
Transcendental meditation is
not a religion, as many people
think. It does not involve a
Diety; only the mind of the
meditator, who tries to bring
himself close to his own source
of thought.
"The initiation is secret,"
Flynn continued. "You are
given a Mantra, a secret word,
and you never say it verbally.
It's always in your mind. Every
person is given a different
Mantra and it has special
significance for you. After you
say this word in your mind it
helps you transcend to the
Absolute Being."
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